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CHAPTER 1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND SURVEY

The work presented in this thesis splits up in two parts. In the first part

studies are reported on 3d electron, magnetic insulators, which approach

theoretical magnetic model systems. The second part deals with intermetal-

lic 4f electron compounds, mainly cerium based, in which phenomena like the

Kondo effect and heavy fermion behaviour play a role.

Simple magnetic model systems have been widely studied in the last two de-

cades, both theoretically as well as experimentally (for a review see e.g.

[1,2]). Magnetic models can be characterized by two parameters, the spatial

dimensionality d and the spin dimensionality n.

When magnetic ions are embedded in a lattice, distances between then may be

unequal for different directions in the crystal. This may lead to a conside-

rable spatial anisotropy in the exchange interaction. For instance the ex-

change interaction may be appreciable only in one direction, whereas in the

other directions it is negligable or even absent. Such a compound then ap-

proximates a one-dimensional (1-d) magnetic system. Likewise one can have

2-d or 3-d magnetic systems. Not only the distances between the magnetic

ions may be different, also the nature of the intervening ligands between

them may differ, which gives rise to an anistropy in the superexchange in-

teractions via these anions, and thus may also lead to a lower spatial

dimensionality.

The spin dimensionality is associated with the fact that the magnetic inter-

action nay be different for the three components of the magnetic moment

(anisotropy in the interactions). This may be caused by an anisotropy in

the exchange mechanism or can be due to crystalline electric field (CEF)

effects, which favor one or more components of the magnetic moments. For

most of the 3d compounds CEF effects lead to a quenching of the orbital an-

gular momentum, such that the magnetic moment is given to a good approxima-

tion by the spin angular momentum, S. Based on the spindimensionality, n,

three main cases can be distinguished: n = 1 corresponding to the Ising mo-

del, n = 2 to the XY nodel and n = 3 to the Heisenberg model. These magne-

tic models play an important role in theories of magnetic phase transi-

tions, which moreover are often also applicable to other physical systems

as well.

The study of rare earth (RE) compounds and especially cerium compounds has

led to a renewed interest in magnetism lately. Among the numerous novel
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properties of these 4f electron systems [3-5], one encounters coexistence

of magnetically ordered states and the Kondo effect (the latter basically

tends to suppress the magnetic ordering), valence fluctuations (the occupa-

tion of the 4f level is not integer anymore) or heavy-fermion behaviour

(the ground state of the system consists of the formation of quasiparticles

with a large effective mass, which are thought to behave like a Fermi li-

quid) . In these systems the spin-orbit coupling is larger than the CEF

splittings and one has to use the total angular momentum, J = L + S, to

describe the magnetic behavior. At the origin of the special properties ci-

ted above lies generally the hybridization of the 4f electron with the con-

duction band electrons. This often results in quite complex interaction

mechanisms as compared with 3d electron systems. Moreover the radius of the

4f shell is so small that an exchange between two 4f magnetic moments is

not of the direct or superexchange type, as in 3d electron compounds, but

rather occurs indirectly via the conduction electrons, as e.g. in the RICKY

interaction (see further chapter 5).

For the study of magnetism, neutron scattering experiments are an indispen-

sable tool, because macroscopic measurements (susceptibility, specific

heat, etc.) only indirectly probe the microscopic phenomena that underly

the magnetic properties. Despite the fact that neutron scattering experi-

ments are very expensive, one simply needs the information which can be ob-

tained from such experiments in order to get a clear picture of what is

going on.

The "red thread" in this thesis is thus the experimental probe provided by

neutron scattering experiments. Magnetic properties of materials is a se-

cond common theme that links the various problems studied in this thesis.

We have performed both elastic and inelastic neutron scattering experiments

on a variety of 3d and 4f magnetic systems.

The scope of this thesis is as follows.

In chapter 2 we shall give some theoretical aspects of neutron scattering

techniques. In addition we shall describe the cryogenic equipment and the

neutron spectrometers employed in our research.

Chapter 3 will deal with quantum effects which play a role in the magne-

tic phase transition occurring in an Ising system when a transverse magne-

tic field is applied. They are predicted to cause a crossover at a tempera-

ture near zero from a critical behavior appropriate to a system with

dimensionality d to that appropriate to a system with dimensionality d +

1. We have obtained experimental evidence for such a crossover from a field-
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dependent neutron scattering study on the 3-d Ising-t.ype system

HnCl2. 4 D20 . In this experiment fields up to 40 kOe were used at tempera-

tures down to 100 mK.

Chapter 4 a]so deals with quantum effects. In this case, a 1-d, antiferro-

magnetic Heisenberg (1-d HAD chain with spin S = 1 is concerned. This sys-

tem has been the subject of a strong controversy in the last few years.

Thoory has recently predicted that the ground state of 1-d HAF systems with

integer spin consists of a many-body nonmagnetic singlet, the excited sta-

tes being separated from the ground state by an energy gap of about half

the intrachain exchange constant. Contrastingly, 1-d HAF systems with half

integer spins should not have such gaps. Such an energy gap in the excita-

tion spectrum can be measured directly by the neutron scattering technique.

Therefore we have investigated the properties of the quasi l.-d HAF, spin S

= 1, system Ni(C2H8N2)2 NC^CIO^ in order to test the theoretical predic-

tions, which are commonly referred to as the Haldane conjecture.

In chapter 5 we give a short introduction to the problems of 4f electron

magnetism as there are the Kondo effect and heavy fermion behavior.

In chapter 6 we present our experimental results on the RE hexaborides,

among which CeB , a typical dense Kondo system with complex magnetic orde-

rings, and sometimes qualified as a heavy fermions system due to its rather

large linear term in the specific heat. Furthermore, inelastic neutron scat-

tering experiments on NdB and CeB will be presented which were undertaken

in order to get more insight in the various interaction mechanisms.

In chapter 7 and 8, finally, we report on magnetic correlations and excita-

tions in two nonmagnetically ordered heavy fermion compounds, CeCu and

CeRu2Si2 and their interpretation in the light of existing theories.
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CHAPTER 2 THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF NEUTRON SCATTERING TECHNIQUES

§ 2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we shall briefly discuss some aspects of the neutron scat-

tering techniques and we shall give a description of the cryogenic equip-

ment employed during our research.

Neutron scattering is actually one of the most important experimental tools

in solid state physics. It derives its applicability from the special pro-

perties of the neutron. Being a neutral particle, its penetration depth in

most materials is of the order of several millimetres, which permits the

study of bulk properties of the sample under investigation. The wavelength

of thermal neutrons (1-4 A) is of the same order of magnitude as tha inter-

atomic distances, giving rise to interference effects. Since the neutron

has a magnetic moment, it also interacts with the magnetic moments of the

atoms, giving the additional possibility to study magnetic properties of

materials. The energy of the neutrons (0.1-500 meV) is of the same order of

magnitude as the energy of typical excitations in solids (e.g. phonons,

magnons, solitons, etc.). If one performs an analysis of the energy ot the

inelastically scattered neutrons, information on these excitations can be

extracted.

The basic quantity, that is measured in neutron scattering experiments, is
d<r

the partial differential cross-section, . This gives the fraction of
dQdw

neutrons scattered into an element of solid angle dfl, with an energy be-

tween w and w + dw.

Several handbooks on the theory of neutron diffraction exist (see e.g.

[1-3]) and here we shall restrict ourselves to the main results and for-

mulae, which will be used throughout this thesis.

When one considers both the incoming neutrons and the neutrons scattered by

the sample as plane waves, and uses perturbation theory to calculate the

transition probability between them, one arrives to the so-called first

Born approximation for the partial differential cross-section:
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— £* P, [<i: >•' |V| k X>]2 8(hw + E, - E ) (2.1)X>] 8<hw + E, E.,
i A A'

where k , k : wavevectors of incoming and scattered neutrons respectively

px : the weight for the state |X> of the target, in general the

product of the Boltzmann factor exp(Ex/kT) (T sample tem-

perature) and appropriate degeneracy factors

|<..|V|..>| 2: matrix element, which describes the interaction between neu-

tron and target ( nuclear or magnetic, depending on the form

of V )

5(..) : delta function which incorporates the energy conservation of

the scattering process.

5 2.2 Nuclear scattering

Consider a monoatomic target and an unpolarized neutron beam. The general

form of the interaction potential between the neutrons and the target for

purely nuclear scattering is of the general form:

V (r) = L b S(r - R ) (2.2)

where b( is the scattering length of the nucleus at position Rt. The scat-

tering length varies between different kinds of atoms and isotopes and fur-

thermore it depends on the relative coupling between the neutron spin and

the nuclear spin of the isotope. Substituting eq. (2.2) into eq. (2.1)

leads to the following expression for the partial differential

cross-section:
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1
dt exp(-iwt)

211 J
Zu <(b b +

(2-3)

where t has the dimension of time, b and b' are respectively the coherent

and incoherent scattering lengths of nucleus i, 1^ the spin of nucleus i,

Q = k.- kf represents the transfer of momentum by the neutron, the

i.J

runs over different positions i and j, and Y .( Q,t) denotes the correla-

tion function given by:

= <exp(-iQ.Xj (0)) exp(i Q.X^t))) (2.4)

»
Here Xt(t) is the position vector of nucleus i at time t. In case of a lat-

-» - » - • - » - »

tice Xi (t) can be written as, X( (t) = R4 + u ^ t ) , where R is the ave-

-»
raged position of nucleus i and u((t) the displacement from this position.

Relation (2.3) can be divided into an elastic and inelastic partial diffe-

rential cross-section. Here we will deal only with the elastic part, then,

for t •* a>f the correlation function simplifies to:

Yu(Q,t) = < exp(-i Q.RJ > < exp(i Q.R.) > (2.5)

Substituting eq. (2.5) into (2.3) and performing the integration over w for

elastic scattering (k( = kf) leads to:
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dc V

exp(-i Q.R ) > < exp(i Q.R.) > (2.6)

The first part is the incoherent elastic partial differential cross-section

in which interference effects play no role anymore. The second part is the

coherent elastic partial differential cross-section, which is only impor-
-»

tant for vectors, Q , which equal a vector of the reciprocal lattice space,
-> +

Q = 2HHN , giving rise to the nuclear Bragg peaks. In practice we use the

following formula to calculate nuclear intensities:

= K.C( H N) |FJ
2 (2.7)

in which K is an instrumental constant and F is the nuclear form factor,
N

given by:

exp (2ui î .r", ) expC-W^HJ) (2.8)

here W(( Ht) is the Debye-Waller factor of ion i and r( position vector of

atom i in the lattice unit cell.
->

For a single crystal sample C( H ) is defined by [41:
N

C( HJ = L( HJ A( HJ ypy8 (2.9)

Here M H ) is the Lorentz factor, A( H ) the absorption factor and y , y
N N p S

are the primary and secundary extinctions.
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§ 2.3 Magnetic elastic scattering

Consider again an unpolarized neutron beam that is now scattered by the in-

teraction with the magnetic moments of the unpaired electrons in the tar-

get. This interaction is a consequence of the energy of the neutron mag-
-» ->

netic moment n in the dipolar magnetic field H arising from the unpaired
electrons in the sample:

-» -t •+ ->

V{r) = - H N. H(r)

, B

.(curl ) (2.10)

in which (J, : the magnetic moment of the neutron
-> ->
H(r) : the dipolar magnetic field produced by the magnetic

->
atom at the point r

->
p : the momentum of the electrons

The magnetic field contains the contributions of both the spin part and the

orbital part of the magnetic moment of the electrons. Actually, it is quite

convenient to introduce a scattering amplitude operator:

H 1 |a I U ) = ( X1 |a (Q)| * > = < k \' |V| k X > (2.11)
I M 1 M t 1

t2

Limiting ourself to the so-called dipole approximation, we can write for

the scattering amplitude with the aid of eq. (2.10):

aM (Q) = p ffN . Q x (f s (Q) 2 S + £L (Q) L) x Q (2.12)
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in which p = T , Q = k( - kf , fs(Q) and fL(Q) are the spin and or-

2me c
2

bital form factors, S and L are the total spin and orbital angular momenta
» -t

of the magnetic ion (in \>, ), respectively, and we have used y. = -TIA.C.

Substituting eq. (2.11) into (2.1) leads us to the following expression for

the magnetic partial differential cross-section:

2 k.

k
I A, A

| a (Q) | \ '
M

' |a* (Q) | X> S(hao - E.

*. v W

*L P, <>• |a
A Pi

' l a * 1 X> 5 E, - E . , ) ( 2 . 1 3 )
A A

in which r = = 0.54 x 10 12 cm . It is clear from this formula that

me2

->
only magnetic fluctuations perpendicular to the scattering vector Q contri-

-t
bute; a and •'• denote the x,y and z-components of Q. The other symbols have

their usual meaning. At this point we shall assume that the orbital angular

momentum of the unpaired electrons is either absent or quenched by the crys-

talline field. Furthermore we shall assume that the neutrons will not break

the Russel-Saunders coupling between the electron spins within an atom.

Then only the total spin angular momentum, S, will contribute. When the mag-

netic atoms are forming a regular lattice, the matrix element

<?.' |a (Q) | X> is given by:
M

|a exp( i Q. ' | S £ (2.14)

where the summation i is running over all lattice sites, f (Q) is the form

factor of the magnetic ion i. Now, if we neglect the interactions between
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phonons and magnons ( i.e. there is no coupling between R. and S.), inser-

tion of eq. (2.14) into (2.13) gives the following result [5]:

dfldw 2U
= — r z — 2i f , (Q)f. (Q> exp(-i Q.( R - R.)

2U ° * ' J ' J

exp(-Wi

dt exp(-iut)<S"(0)

Q2

(2.15)

In eq, (2.15) a magnetic correlation function can be defined, which descri-

bes the dynamics of the system:

(Q,t) = (2.16)

When one considers also the orbital angular momentum, equation (2.15) still

holds, but with S replaced by the total angular momentum J or some effecti-

ve spin operator in the case of a partially quenched orbital angular momen-

tum. The magnetic form factor will be different and in eq. (2.15) the Lande

factor g has to be included for a fundamental multiplet J. In practice we

end up with the following formula for the magnetic elastic scattering:

I (Q) = (0.27)2K C(Q)
IQ-

IQIS
(2.17)

The constant (0.27)2 barn, represents the square of the scattering amplitu-
-»

de at Q = 0 for a single magnetic moment of 1 n . It is of the same order
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of magnitude as the nuclear scattering length b, which varies between 0.2

F (Q) = 1 r (Q) exp(-W (Q)) < m. > exp( 2iti Q.R ) (2.18)
M i i i 1

here < m > is the thermal average value of the magnetic moment of ion i,

located at the averaged position, R(, in the nuclear lattice unit cell.

When the magnetic moments order with a certain periodicity in the crystal,

they can be Fourier transformed (assuming only one single magnetic site) :

> \
i = i ii exp( 2iti k. R ) (2.19)
1 -* k '

k

where m-* is the Fourier component of the magnetization associated with the
k

wavevector k of the modulation. The wavevectors k, which enter in the

summation are confined to the first Brillouin zone of the Bravais lattice

of the nuclear "nit cell. Equation (2.19) combined with (2.18) gives the

positions of the magnetic reflections: Q = H N i k : t n e magnetic Bragg

peaks are deduced from the nuclear peaks by adding or substracting the
->

wavevector k of the structure.

§ 2.4 Inelastic magnetic scattering

For inelastic scattering we end up with the following equation for the par-

tial differential cross-section [6]:

= r2 — f2(Q) S(Q,w) (2.20)
dfidw ° k.
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Here S(Q,«) is the dynamical structure factor:

SiQ,,:) =

«,

1 - (2.21)

with S (Q,ou) given by:

2U

<exp(iQ

i.j

iQ.( R( - R())> dt exp(ixt) <S"{0) s'(t)> (2.22)

From the fluctuation-dissipation theorem and the linear response theory wa

have the result:

1
s —

u
(2.23)

S {Q,<w) characterizes the dissipative behaviour of the system in the pre-

sence of neutrons. The generalized susceptibility xo3(Q,w) describes the

dynamical behaviour of the isolated system. The Boltzmann factor

originates from the condition of detailed balance:
1 - exp(-Mioo)

>d2cr

dfidw
exp

dfldoo
(2.24)

In special cases, when the calculation of xa9 (Q/W) is possible, the search

for its poles and its residus in these points permits to obtain the disper-

sion relation and the dynamical structure factor of the magnetic excita-

tions, which are directly observed by neutron scattering.

One remark is still to be made. The quantity S
K R ^ ' W ' *S t'ie Physical quan-

tity to be extracted from the measurements. However, because collimations

and the mosaic spread of the crystals are present, the experimentally obser-
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ved intensity is the result from the convolution of the scattering function

with the instrumental resolution function R(Q,x) l'T-9]:

r r , » d V >
I ( Q , A J ) = R ( Q - Q ' . - . o - ' J O ' ) {Q',»') dQdw1 ( 2 . 2 5 )

J J dlldoo

Experiments and calculation show that the function R(Q,w) is in general ap-

proximately a gaussian function. Convolution becomes necessary, when the
»

physical width of S(Q,w) is of the same order of magnitude as the instrumen-

tal widths. In case the resolution is much smaller than the width of the

response S(Q,•-•:), we can describe the data by (see chapter 7 & 8) [9J:

I (Q,v.) = C C k3 cotM k3 cotO r2 f* (Cj) S(Q,-J) (2.26)
me as. - i , \ l M l A o

in which u ,H are the Bragg angles of the analyzer and .nonochromator, res-
A M

pectively.

§ 2.5 The neutron spectrometers

The major part of the work presented in this thesis has been performed in

the reactor Siloe of the Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires at Grenoble. Reactor

Siloe is a reactor of 35 MW with an open core configuration. A swimming

pool provides the biological protection, which permits to perform in-core

experiments. For the neutron scattering experiments two radial channels ha-

ve been installed. The thermal neutrons, obtained by thermalization by

means of a beryllium wall of 8 cm width are extracted from the reactor core

by two tubes, which can be filled with water. This can be necessary in case

of manipulations at the end of the neutron beam, to provide a biological

protection. At the maximum power of 35 MW a thermal neutron flux
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(v -• 2200 m/s) of 2.8 . 1014 n/cmzs has been measured in these tu-
n r. u I r o ii

bes. The flux of fast neutrons (with an energy larger than 0.1 eV) amounts

to 1 . 1013 n/cii2s . For comparison, high-flux reactors as the ILL and

Brookhaven have a thermal flux which amounts to 15 . 10'A n/cm^s and

10 . 10'" n/cm2s respectively [10j. Each channel is divided into two beams

on which the spectrometers have been installed (see fig. 2.1): a multidetec-

tor with 800 aHe counters (DN4) for magnetic and nuclear structures on pow-

ders, a spectrometer with a lifting counter arm (DN3) for diffraction on

monocrystals, a four-circle spectrometer (DN2) for structure determination

on monocrystals and a triple-axis spectrometer (DN1) for inelastic scatte-

ring experiments.

REACTOR 5ILOE
IMPLANTATION OF THE
SPECTROMETERS

Fig. 2.1 Schematic view of the implantation of the neutron spectrome-
ters at reactor Siloe of the CEN-Grenoble:
DN1: triple-axis spectrometer
DN2: four-circle spectrometer
DN3: spectrometer with lift-.ilt-* .anter arm
DN4: multidetector
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Most of the experiments presented here have bee', performed on the last in-

strument. A schematic representation is given :n fig. 2.2. The installation

of curved monochromators and analysers has raised the flux at the sample po-

sition considerably by about a factor 3 in comparison with the situation

with flat monochromator and analyser. Typical counting times are of the or-

der of 15 minutes per point depending of course on sample size, wavelength

of incoming neutrons, etc. The inelastic background coming from fast neu-

trons, the electronics etc. is typically of the order of 20-30 counts per

hour, which permits to detect even very weak magnetic signals (see for in-

stance the chapter on the hexaboride compounds, chapter 6).

Incoming
Neutrons

Monochromating
crystal

Analysing
crystal

Sample

Fig. 2.2 Schematic view of a triple-axis spectrometer

Two kinds of monochromators are available. A graphite monochromator provi-

ding wavelengths of the incoming neutrons between about 1.5 A-3 A and a cop-

per one, providing the wavelengths between 0.8 A-1.5 A. Collimators can be

installed (see fig. 2.2) varying between 1O'-6O'. Combination of the proper

collimations with the right energy of the incident neutrons results in the
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possibility to study excitations ranging from C.7 meV up to 50 meV in ener-

gy. The spectrometer is driven by a PDP 11 23 computer, 256 kbytes memory.

Eight lines are available of which one is at the laboratory and two at the

reactor. One line goes to an interface which connects with the PTT tele-

phone network via modems. This means that even at home the experiment can

be consulted and directed by means of the French system Teletel.

For th^ study of very low energetic excitations (< 0.5 meV) measuring

time on t.ie cold neotron triple-axis spectrometers IN12 at the ILL and F4

at reactor Orphee (Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires Saclay, Paiic* had been obtai-

ned. Some experiments have been performed on the high flux triple-axis spec-

trometer IN8 at the ILL.

S 2.6 Cryogenic equipment

For our experimental studies low temperatures and high magnetic fields were

often needed. In the group of "Magnetisme et Diffraction Neutronique" seve-

ral cryogenic and cryomagnetic equipments are available. We mention the

standard cryostats providing temperatures between 1.5 K and 300 K (one, ty-

pe standard ILL and one constructed by the Service des Basses Temperatures

(SBT) of the CENG) and two cryomagnetic assemblies in which the temperatu-

re can be varied between 1.5 and 300 K and the magnetic field between 0 and

60 kOe and between 0 and 100 kOe respectively. A special property of the 60

kOe cryomagnet is the circumstance that the crystal can be rotated in situ

in a field and at low temperatures up to about 90' around a horizontal

axis of the scattering plane. The 100 kOe cryomagnetic assembly has two low

temperature inserts. One in which the temperature can be regulated between

1.5 K and 300 K and one with a temperature regulation between 65 mK and 1.6

K. The last insert consists of a 3He -4He dilution refrigerator. This

cryomagnetic assembly has been used quite often during our research so we

shall give here some technical specifications [11]. The superconducting mag-

net is a split coil providing a vertical magnetic field from 0 up to 100

kOe. This magnet was manufactured by Thor Cryogenics and wound from filamen-

tary Nb Sn and filamentary NbTi superconductors. The sample diameter is li-
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Fig. 2.3 Schematic view of the 100 kOe cryomagnetic system

mited to 13 mm and the gap between the split coils is 15 mm. The neutron

beam access is from -5* upto 10* in the vertical plane. The forces between

the two halves of the magnet (25 tons) are supported by four concentric alu-

minum cylinders, with a total thickness of 12 mm, which leaves a horizontal

access of 340" for the neutron beam. The cryostat contains liquid nitrogen

and helium reservoirs with the superconducting magnet at the bottom (see
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fig. 2.3). The initial cooling of the magnet (60 kg) is performed in two

stages: from 300 K to 90 K by a forced circulation of helium gas cooled at

80 K in the liquid nitrogen bath and from 90 K to 4.2 K by supplying liquid

helium. A schematic view of the assembly with the dilution refrigerator in-

sert is given in fig. 2.4. The rigid connection between the mixing chamber

and the sample is assured by a Al 0 single crystal. The thermal contact is

realized by superfluid helium provided from the T = 1.5 K reservoir and

thermally stabilized at each stage of the dilution refrigerator by means of

a flow capillary, that is about 30 cm long, wound around copper thermal

contacts at the still (0.6 K) and of course at the mixing chamber (0.065

K). The 1.5 K reservoir is continuously supplied with liquid helium from

the main bath. The calorimeter contains two indium rings and one thermal

shielding at T = 0.8 K. The aluminum envelope around the sample and the

Al, 0, single crystal can be varied in diameter around the sample position

in order to minimize the quantity of 4He in the neutron beam. The tempera-

ture is measured by means of a carbon Speer, 220 ft, resistor, which is at-

tached near the mixing chamber in the superfluid helium. Several tests have

shown that the temperature difference between the measuring and the sample

position is negligible, when in thermal equilibrium. An a.c. measuring brid-

ge provides temperature reading (30 p,V) and regulation (by means of energy

dissipation in a 350 D-resistor mounted in the superfluid helium bath,

attached at the mixing chamber) . A carbon resistor Allen-Bradley, 10 fl, is

mounted on the still and a 47 fi resistor of the same type on the 1.5 K

reservoir to measure their temperatures. Circulation of the 3He is assured

by a turbo pump, Pfeifer-Balzers, THP 270, backed-up by a primary pump, Al-

catel 2012 H. A coldfinger at liquid nitrogen consisting of active carbon

is installed in the condensing line to purify the 3He-4He-mixing.

As we shall see in the next chapters, quantum effects and heavy fermion sys-

tems become very interesting at the very low temperatures provided by our

dilution apparatus, especially when one also has the possibility to vary

the magnetic field at the same time.
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Fig. 2.4 Schematic view of the 3He-4He dilution refrigerator
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Chapter 3 OBSERVATION OF CROSSOVER TO 4-DIMENSIONAL CRITICAL BEHAVIOUR

§ 3.1 Introduction

The behaviour of an Ising system in a transverse magnetic field H1 (applied

perpendicular to the easy direction) has been the subject of several theo-

retical studies [1-9]. It has been pointed out that a crossover from the

quantum to the classical critical behaviour is to be expected near T = 0 at

the critical field Ex . More precisely, the critical exponents of the

d-dimensional Ising model in a transverse field at temperatures T ? 0 for

H- approaching the critical field H1, should be the same as those of the

classical (d + 1)-dimensional Ising model, in zero field as a function of

temperature for T -» T . This conclusion is very interesting, since it

points to what is perhaps the only method available for studying experimen-

tally the 4-dimensional critical behaviour. In particular for the d = 3

Ising model, one expects a crossover of the exponent 3 of the staggered

magnetization, from the value 0.31 [10] to the mean field result 3 = 0.5

for d = 4. The change in & corresponds to an increase of about 60%, which

is much more than the corresponding crossover effects in, e.g., the suscep-

tibility index T (from 1.25 to 1.00). Clearly the spontaneous (sub-lattice)

magnetization is the obvious quantity to choose for an experimental study

of this dimensionality crossover. Steijger e.a. [11,12] have made a first

attempt to verify this prediction by a neutron scattering experiment on the

d = 3, spin S = 5/2 anisotropic antiferromagnet MnCl2.4D2O. By following

the staggered magnetization isothermally as a function of H at temperatu-

res in the range 340 mK < T < 530 mK, they obtained critical exponents, 0,

which do show a systematic albeit slow increase with decreasing tempera-

ture. In this chapter we report an extension of these experiments to much

lower temperatures (100 mK i, T X 300 mK), which establishes more definiti-

vely the crossover to the mean-field value.

The plan of this chapter is as follows. In S 3.2 we shall give a short in-

troduction to the theoretical background. In § 3.3 the experimental details

are described, while in S 3.4 a discussion of the experimental results is

given.
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§ 3.2 Theory

We shall briefly sketch the theoretical developments, which have led to the

suggestion that the critical behaviour of a d-dimensional Ising model in a

transverse magnetic field, Bx, at T = 0 should be analogous to that of a (d

+ 1)-dimensional Ising model replacing T and T by H 1 and H1. This idea ini-

tiated from the work of Pfeuty [1], who considered the case of the 1-d

Ising model. Following Pfeuty [1] and Suzuki [2], let us consider the Hamil-

tonian of an Ising chain with the z-axis taken parallel to the easy direc-

tion and with H1 along the x-axis [1,2]:

K = - J 2 cf-1*i -g^H-1 2 ô  (3.1)

Here J is the interaction between spins on site i and i + 1, o* are the Pau-

li spin operators (a = x,z) and N is the number of spins in the chain.

Pfeuty [1] calculated the ground state of (3.1) by transforming the Pauli

spin operators into fermion operators [13]. He obtained an expression which

ressembles the free energy of a 2-d Ising model with H and T interchanged.

Elliot e.a. [3] studied the model by Green's function and series-expansion

methods. They found that the critical indices were independent of H 1 except

near to T = 0 , where they appeared to relate to those of the (d + 1) Ising

model. By series expansions of the static susceptiblility and calculations

for this model using perturbation theory [4,5], strong indications have

been obtained for a crossover behaviour near T = 0. It has been conjectured

by these techniques that at T = 0 the quantities M (magnetization), G (the

correlation function G = 2J < S" S*tm>) and x (susceptibility) have a po-

rn

wer law behaviour:
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M ~ ( Hx - H- ) >*
C

G - ( H- - H- )'* (3.2)
C

where (3*, t* and T* are the critical indices of an Ising system with dimen-

sion d + 1. A study of the space-time spin correlation function [6] confir-

med this analogy for the d = 1 case. Renormalization group considerations

have led to the same conclusions L7,8]. More generally Suzuki [2] has

shown for all dimensions this equivalence (for the critical behaviour),

using the generalized Trotter formula [14] to express the partition func-

tion of a d-dimensional quantum spin system in that of a (d + 1)-dimensio-

nal Ising model.

Until recently the theoretical studies had been restricted to the S = 1/2-

case, for which quantum effects are expected to be strongest. A few years

ago, however, the method of high-temperature series expansions has been ap-

plied by Oitmaa and Coombs [9] to the general spin Ising model in a trans-

verse field, thus extending the previous work. They also generalized

Suzuki's proof of the S = 1/2 "quantum-classical" equivalence to the case

of S = 1. All this theoretical work indicates that the equivalence may well

be valid whatever the spin value or the space dimensionality (d = 1,2 or

3).

§ 3.3 Experiment

The crystal structure of MnCl2-4H20 has been determined by X-ray [15] and

neutron diffraction [16]. The compound belongs to the monoclinic space

group P2 /n with room-temperature lattice parameters a = 11.186(6) A, b =
1 0 0

9.513(5) A, co = 6.186(2) A and M 99.74(4}* [15].

The magnetic properties of MnCl2-4H 0 have been studied [17-25]. Below

T = 1.62 K the system orders antiferromagnetically into a simple two-sublat-
-»

tice structure of wave vector k = (0,0,0). The easy direction for the mag-
-> -> ->

netic moments is found to be very near to the c-axis [19,20] in the (a, c)

-plane. The ratio Hfl /H£ of the Ising-type anisotropy field to the exchange

field is about 0.2, showing the strong Ising character of the system [21].
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It is, therefore, beyound doubt that the critical behaviour will be of the

Ising type. Indeed, the observed critical exponent of the staggered magne-

tization, M , in zero-field, •' = 0.30 [11] agrees within the error with

the theoretical prediction S = 0.31 of that model [10].

The sample studied in this work was prepared at Pittsburgh. To prevent dete-

rioration of the material, special precautions had to be taken (by using

G.E. Varnish 7031) to avoid dehydratation (by which the crystal is quickly

destroyed). The crystal was deuterated for 96% to diminish the background

in tht neutron scattering experiment. The crystal was shaped in a sphere of
> >

diameter 7.5 mm and was oriented with the (a*, c*)-plane as the scattering

plane. The field was applied vertically along the b-axis, i.e. perpendicu-

lar to the easy direction. The sample was mounted in the cryostat, which

combines the dilution refrigerator and the superconducting magnet, thus pro-

viding the possibility to vary the temperature between 100 mK and 2 R and

to apply a magnetic field up to 100 kOe (see chapter 2 and [26]).

The cryostat was mounted on the double-axis spectrometer DK3 with a mo-

ving-up counter arm, at the reactor Siloe of the CEW-Grenoble. All the neu-

tron scattering data have been obtained around the [300] antiferromagnetic

Bragg peak.
> i

Figure 3.1 reproduces the phase diagram for H parallel to the b-axis as de-

termined by Rives and Benedict [21]. The drawn line seperates the

antiferromagnetic phase from the paramagnetic phase. We have measured M

along the paths marked in the figure. It is generally accepted that the be-

haviour of Mr sufficiently close to the phase boundary is described by a

power law:

M = B t' (3.3)

in which 3 is the critical exponent and e is the distance to the phase boun-

dary. In the zero field experiment e = 1 - T/T , whereas in the experiments

in a magnetic field at constant (low) temperature e = 1 - H1/H1, where H1 is

the critical field at given temperature T.
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o.o 0.5 1.0 1.5
Temperature (K)

2.0

Fig. 3.1 Magnetic phase diagram of MnCl^ . 4D2O. We report the results
of ref. [21] (squares), of ref. [11] (circles) and of the pre-
sent study (triangles). The arrows indicate the paths along
trhich our measurements were performed.
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Fig. 3.2 Intensity of the [300J-retlection at T = 130 mK as a function

of the applied field.

In order to check the presence of a possible contribution to the measured

intensity due to critical scattering, we have followed the [3,0,0.2]-inten-

sity as a function of the field. No field dependence was found, indicating

that critical fluctuations are very small, as is in fact to be expected for

a system of (effective) dimension d = 4. In figure 3.2 we show an example of

the intensity of the [3,0,0]-reflection as a function of the field. As seen

from this figure the intensity falls off quite sharply, and the little roun-

ding that may be distinguished at H 1 can be explained in terms of the inho-

mogeneity of the magnetic field over the sample, which is estimated as
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AH/H - 10"3.

In the experiment of Steijger e.a. [11,12] the data analysis was complica-

ted due to an inhornogeneous demagnetizing field in the sample, arising from

the nonellipsoidal form of their crystal. This resulted in a substantial

rounding of the transition near H-. Since the present crystal is shaped in

a sphere, the demagnetizing field is homogeneous. Therefore, we may fit our

data to the simple power law (3.3) in order to obtain the cr:tical coeffi-

cient, 3, after correction for the smaller demagnetizing field,

H = (1/3)M for a sphere, which is calculated to be about 0.8 kOe near H~.

The experimental data have thus been analysed using the expression

1 = 1 (1 - H-/H- ) 2 * + I (3.4)
o c bg

in which I is the intensity of the background, H* the transverse magnetic
bg

field corrected for the demagnetizing field and H S I are the adjustable

parameters of the fit. For the fits we only used the data in the range

10"3 < t i, 6.10"2, since for the spontaneous magnetization the critical re-

gion can be expected [27] to be limited to t i 6.10"2, and because for

field values closer to H- than 1CT3 the broadening effects become apparent.

Figure 3.3 shows the data from which the values of the exponent 3 are

extracted in a double-logarithmic plot. The drawn lines represent the

results of the fits with the parameters 5 and Hx , which are listed in

table I for different temperatures. We have included the results of

Steijger e.a. [11,12], which are quite consistent with the present ones

(this provides a justification a posteriori for their method of correction

for the inhomogeneous demagnetizing field).
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Fig. 3.3 Logarithmic plot of the reduced intensity of the [300]-reflection
as a function of the reduced field at T = 293 mK, 200 mK and 130
mK. The drawn lines represent the fits (eq. (3.4)), from which
the values of the critical exponent & have been extracted.
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TABLE I Obtained values of H~ and $ versus T from the data fits at very
c

low T. The results of Steijger e.a. [11,12] obtained at higher

temperatures are included. Ue note that the uncertainty limits

mentioned for their results refer to the computer fits and not to

absolute error margins. The latter should be at least comparable

with our values.

T (mK)

1625(5)

530(10)

400(10)

340(10)

293(5)

200(5)

130(5)

H-
C

0

22.05(1)

22.64(1)

22.91(1)

22.98(3)

23.21(3)

23.34(3)

0.297(3)

0.310(3)

0.318(3)

0.328(4)

0 .3

3

Lli

[ H

[11

in
i d )

0 .36(1)

0.41(1)

,12J

,12]

,12]

,12J

S 3.4 Conclusion

We have followed the staggered magnetization of MnCl .4H 0 as a function of

a transverse field at low temperatures and verified the power-law behaviour

M n> ( Hx - H1 ) ̂  in the neighbourhood of Hx. We have found evidence for

the dimensionality-crossover in the critical behaviour near T <z 0 K for the

Ising-type material, namely

3-d Ising system at B 1 = 0: H ~ ( T - T

4-d Ising system at T = 0: M ~ ( Hx - H"

where |J = 0.31, and |J*=l/2, since for a 4-d system the mean-field values

for the critical exponents apply.
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Fig. 3.4 The critical exponent, /?, vs. temperature. The values of the

critical exponents above 300 mK are those of Steijger e.a.

[11] and below are our results. The drawn line is a guide to

the eye.

In figure 3.4 ve plot the obtained values for the critical exponent & ver-

sus temperature, together with those of ref. [11,12]. The slow and systema-

tic increase in 3 when lowering the temperature already found by Steijger

e.a. becomes very strong when the temperature is lowered by nearly a factor

three, as provided by the dilution refrigerator. From this plot we conclude

that the presently obtained evidence for the crossover to 4-d behaviour

near T = 0 K is very strong. An important point is the observation that the

crossover already sets in at appreciable temperatures { e.g. T/Tc^ 0.2 )

instead of occurring only at T = O K . This problem is still a matter of

controversy in the theoretical literature, see for instance [2-4,7,28].
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CHAPTER 4 EXPERIMENTAL TEST OF THE HALDANE CONJECTURE IN THE QUASI-ONE

DIMENSIONAL, S=l, HEISENBERG ANTIFERROMAGNET,

Ni( C2 HB N2 ) 2 NO2 C104

§ 4.1 Introduction

The ground state properties of the S = 1 one-dimensional Heisenberg antifer-

romagnet (1-d HAF) have been the subject of a recent controversy. In con-

trast to the S = 1/2, 1-d HAF, which exhibits a continuum of excited states

without gap from the ground state, an energy gap between a many-body sing-

let ground state and the first excited states has been predicted by Haldane

[10-12] for the 1-d HAF with integer spin. He obtained this result by ap-

plying a field-theoretical model to the 1-d HAF systems. If his results can

be verified, this might have a large impact on solid state physics, in the

sense that field-theoretical models could be used more generally in order

to calculate properties of systems in solid state physics. An opening of a

gap in the excitation spectrum can be observed directly by inelastic neu-

tron scattering experiments.

In order to verify the Haldane conjecture, we have performed experiments on

catena-(n-Nitrito)-bis(ethylenediamine)nickel(II) Perchlorate,

Ni( C H N ) NO CIO , hereafter abreviated NENP, which has been descri-
2 8 2 Z Z 4

bed as a nearly ideal S = 1, 1-d HAF with a large intrachain interaction,

|J|/k = 50 K, a very small planar anisotropy, D/k ~ 1 K and a small inter-
B B

chain interaction [21]. The experimental results from magnetic susceptibili-

ty, magnetization, specific heat and elastic and inelastic neutron scatte-

ring experiments, show that this compound appears to be a good system to

test the Haldane conjecture.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. In § 4.2 a theoretical back-

ground will be given on the 1-d HAF. § 4.3 deals with the crystal structure

of NENP. In § 4.4 we will give the experimental results in zero-magnetic

field followed by a discussion in § 4.5. In § 4.6 we end up with the expe-

riments performed in magnetic field and with a variable temperature.



§ 4.2 Theoretical background

Consider an ant if erroitiagnetic chain of spins described by the hamiltonian:

(4-1J

in which J is the exchange constant and D the anisotropy parameter. If A=l,

this hamiltonian describes a Heisenberg system, i.e. the exchange is isotro-

pic. If X=0 we obtain the XY-system or the planar Heisenberg model if the

spins are constrained to lie in the XY-plane. D [S'M2 is a uniaxial single-

ion term. For D < 0 it favors the spinalignment along the z-axis, whereas

for D > 0 it favors orientation within the XY-plane.

The ideal one-dimensional (1-d) infinite system exhibits no long-range mag-

netic ordering (LRO). As a consequence of the absence of LRQ, short-range

order processes are very important and these remove the entropy of the sys-

tem as T t 0. This is reflected, in for instance, the susceptibility cur-

ves, which display broad maxima, occurring at temperatures of the order of

the exchange interaction along the chain (x maximal around k T/|J|S(S+1)

•'- 0.5-0.8, depending on the spinvalue [1J).

In quasi 1-d systems, 3d LRO can be established only by a weak but finite

interchain coupling J1, this contrasts for example with the 2-d Heisenberg

model, where the anisotropy may cause a finite ordering temperature. For

the 1-d Heisenberg case, without anisotropy, the T = 0 dynamics are degene-

rate, i.e. no distinction can be made between spin fluctuations along the

x-,y- or z -direction. Classically the dipersion relation of the spin waves

is identical for all directions and is given by the formula [2,3]:

fou = ix |J| sin (it q) (4.2)

with « = H/2 for the S = 1/2-case and a = 2 for the S = oo-case. It shows in
-» -»

particular that w decreases linearly to zero as q -» 0 and as q -» 1.
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If we now add the anisotropy term in the hamiltonian the situation changes

[4-9J. An axial anisotropy (D < 0) implies that spinfluctuations will occur

mainly along the x- and y-direction (i.e. transverse fluctuations). At the

zone boundary (for an AF system) a gap will open between the ground state

and the excited states, which is proportional to <| |DJ| if D is sufficiently

small.

A planar anisotropy (D > 0) gives rise to spin fluctuations along x,y and z

(the hard axis). Now, at the zone boundary a gap will open for the spin fluc-

tuations along z, that is proportional to \|D|J| . A linear mode exists for

the spin fluctuations along x and y, which remains degenerate.

In 1983 Haldane [10-12] considered the hamiltonian as given in eq. 4.1 and

related it to the 0(3) nonlinear sigma model quantum field theory. This is

the theory of a continuum field as generated by a chain of coupled three-di-

mensional (3-d) rotators (0(3)) [13]. For the pure Heisenberg system he ar-

rived at the following conclusions.

The behaviour of the system for integer spins is different from that for

half-integer spins. For S = K + 1/2 (K = 0,1,2,....) there are gapless S =

1/2 excitations. The dispersion spectrum is linear for small wavevectors,

to ~ q. For S = K a gap exists between the nonmagnetic singlet ground state
q

and the first excited states. The massive Neel magnon (a massive S = 1

triplet excitation) is the only elementary excitation. The gap, the "mass

gap" for the triplet elementary excitation, depends on the spin value as gi-

ven by the following equation (for S >> 1):

A ~ |J|S2 exp(-US) (4.3)

The factor S in the exponential implies that in practice the gap can be ob-

served only for S = 1 chains (chains of Ni2*-ions for instance). The "mass

gap" can be viewed as " a dynamical mass generation by the Neel magnon, dri-

ven by quantum zero-point fluctuations" [10]. The spin correlation function,

at T = 0, is given by <So.St> ~ exp(-K|n|) with K, the inverse of the cohe-

rence length, having a finite value and n the number of spins in the chain,

indicating the absence of LRO.

Numerical simulations have been undertaken to verify these hypotheses. Bo-

tet, Jullien and Kolb [14,15] used the Lanczos technique and finite size

scaling analysis (extrapolate the behaviour of a finite chain, in their cal-



dilations N = 12 spins, to the infinite chain) to explore the hamiltonian

as given by equation 4.1. They found the singlet-ground state Heisenberg

phase to exist for an extended range of X-values [0 i U 1-18), including

the pure Heisenberg point U = 1, D = 0) and a certain range of D-values.

The gap is equal to about |J|/2 for the pure 1-d Heisenberg system and exhi-

bits a nontrivial variation with the anisotropy parameter D, which is

sketched in figure 4.1. The transition at I ^ 1.18 corresponds to a change

of nature of the ground state, from singlet to doublet and is similar to

the transition in the ground state of the transverse Ising model as studied

in chapter 3, where the magnetic field plays the role of X in this theo-

ry. The phase with the nonmagnetic singlet ground state is characteristic

for the integer spin case, and does not exist in the half integer spin case.

A/IJI

Fig. 4.1 A sketch of the variation of the gap, which splits into two

as a function of the anisotropy parameter 1>/\J\.

They obtained an estimate for K of about 0.07 [14]. Bonner and Muller [16]

have pointed out some difficulties of the finite size scaling method in the

vicinity of an essential singularity (the X = 1, D = 0-point, where the sys-

tem is nonintegrable), where the convergence of the finite chain data beco-

mes very slow. The necessity to perform calculations for larger N in order

to have more confidence in the finite size scaling method was also pointed

out by other authors [17]. However, further numerical simulations [18-20]

with N upto 32 spins [20], supported the Haldane conjecture with an estima-

tion for the gap value of about 0.41 |J|.

The existence of an energy gap, A, between the singlet ground state and the
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first excited states, would largely affect the magnetic properties. When

the temperature decreases below A/k , the magnetic susceptibility must de-
6

crease exponentially fast and theoretically will drop to zero, independent

of the magnetic field orientation. In practice, however, a finite value

will be reached, much smaller than the maximum at T ? 1.25 |J|/kB due to

impurities (e.g. finite chain-segments etc.). In addition, for a real quasi

1-d HAF system with S = 1, the interchain interaction J', would be unable

to establish a 3-d LRO if the ratio |J'/J| is sufficiently small, due to

the finite value of the inverse of the correlation length. Contrastingly,

for the gapless 1-d HAF system the interchain coupling will lead to a 3-d

LRO at a temperature roughly given by k T : 2 S2 \||J'J|. From the experi-
B ('.

mental point of view, the opening of a gap in the excitation spectrum can

be observed directly by inelastic neutron scattering. Estimates of the va-

lue of the gap are 0.38|J| [19] and 0.41|J| [20].

S 4.3 Crystal structure and magnetic properties of Ni(CgHgK )sN0 CIO

(NENP)

NENP crystallizes in the orthorhombic system, space group Pnma. The unit

cell parameters are a = 15.223(4) A, b = 10.300(3) A and c = 8.295(2) A
0 0 O

with 2 = 4 (two chains per unit lattice cell) [21,22]. The structure con-

sists of infinite chains of (Ni(en) NO ) with Ni2t-ions, aligned parallel

to the b-axis and bridged by N02 groups in an asymmetrical manner, separa-

ted by C10" counteranions. The shortest intrachain Ni-Ni distance amounts
4

5.15 A. In fig. 4.2 a view of the structure of NENP is given. A disorder

could arise in the chains because of two possible orientations of the nitri-

te group allowed by the space group, as depicted in fig. 4.3. Also the

nickel chelate Ni(en) has two possible, equally probable orientations. How-

ever, the two resulting conformations of the nickel environment are related

through a pseudocenter of symmetry lying very closely to the nickel atom.

The perchlorate anions are also disordered, but in a way that is not rela-

ted at all to the disorder of the chains. However, although at lower tempe-

ratures (T & 70) the anion positions become fixed, the system remains in
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Fig. 4.2 View of the structure of NENP with 10% probability

thermal ellipsoids. The H-atoms have been omitted

for clarity.

the same space group [22]. It is reasonable to assume that each chain is

ordered, but that the orientations are randomly distributed [21,22], al-

though this point needs further experimental clarification. No structural

transition appears between T = 4.2 K and 300 K [22]. NENP was prepared by

mixing stoichiometric amounts of Ni < N
2
C
B
H
2 ) 2 (

H
2°)2 (ClO^ ) 2 and NaNC^ in an

aqueous solution. Well-shaped, red single crystals, with a volume of the

order of 0.3-0.5 cri* were obtained by slow evaporation [23].
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(1/2) (1/4) (-1/2)

CHAIN AXIS

Fig. 4.3 Schematical representation of the two possible orien-

tations of the nitrate group as allowed by the space-

group of the crystallographic structure.

§ 4.4 Experiments and results in zero magnetic field

The magnetic susceptibilities along the three orthogonal crystal axes a, b

and c were measured by means of a low field SQUID magnetometer, down to 1.7

K [24]. For all field orientations, the susceptibility exhibits a rounded

maximum at about 65 K, in agreement with the previous measurements [21] and

falls down abruptly as temperature is lowered below 15 K (see fig. 4.4). As

the temperature goes to zero, the asymptotic susceptibility, denoted by x ,
o

is only a few percent of its maximum value, x . This temperature dependen-

ce of x is completely different from the expected behaviour of a gapless

1-d HAF, for which xo/ xmax is theoretically 0.69 for S = 1/2 and 0.83 for
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10 50
Temperature(K)

90

Fig. 4.4 Molar susceptibilities of NENP as a function

of temperature.

S = co [1J . The experiment clearly indicates an energy gap, A, between a

singlet ground state and the excited states. The susceptibility curves do

not show any characteristic feature of 3d LRO. A rough estimation of A can

be obtained by fitting the low temperature data (T < 5 K) by the following

relation:

X(T) = x. + C exp(-A/k T) (4.4)
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3.0 ^

o

5 10 15
Temperature (K)

Fig. 4.5 Molar specific heat of NENP as a function of

temperature between 1 K and 20 K.

Parallel to the magnetic chain axis, b, this leads to A7/kB = 11 K and per-

pendicular to this axis, it gives A-Vk = 17 K. Finally from these data we

conclude that A/k = 14 ± 3 K , i.e. A/|J| z 0.28. Specific heat measure-
B

ments were carried out in order to verify the absence of a 3-d LRO. From T

= 1.2 K upto 20 K no anomaly, indicating a transition to LRO, has been de-

tected (see fig. 4.5). This fact was also confirmed by elastic neutron scat-

tering experiments. Powder diagrams, recorded on the multidetector diffrac-

tometer installed at reactor SILOE, one at T = 2 K and one at T = 70 K did

not show any superlattice peaks, corresponding to a magnetic ordering. Only

changes in intensities were observed, which are explained by a progressive
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freezing of the CIO -molecules L22J-
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E
o
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W \ •••>!

Energy ( meV )

Fig. 4.6 Energy scans for scattering vectors Q = [ 0.1,1,0 ] and

Q = [ 2.1,1,0 J shoving the gaps in the spin fluctuations

parallel and perpendicular to the chain (b-axis).

Solid lines T = 4.2 K; dashed lines T = 100 K.

In order to determine directly and accurately the energy gaps, inelastic neu-

tron scattering experiments have been performed on the triple-axis spectro-

meter DN1, installed at reactor SILOE. The crystal was oriented with the

(a*,b*)-plane as the scattering plane. The incident energy of the neutrons

was fixed at E = 14.2 meV. 30'-30'-30'-collimations were used, in order to
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Fig. 4. 7 Dispersion curves along and perpendicular to the

chain. The lines are fits to the spin wave theory

(y.ee text) .

minimize the incoherent scattering due to the hydrogen atoms, yielding a

typical energy resolution of 0.5 meV. We measured at several scattering vec-

tors Q = ( Q ,Q ,0 ) with Qx ~ 1 and Qy = 0.1; 1.1; 2.1 and 3.1 in order to

separate the fluctuations of spin components parallel (/A and perpendicular

(x) to the chain axis (b). In fig. 4.6 typical energy scans at 4.2 K and

100 K for Q = [ 0.1,1,0 ] and Q = [ 2.1,1,0 ] are shown. Both the spin fluc-

tuations parallel and perpendicular to the chain axis show a gap, as can be

seen in this figure. The gap values are bf = 2.6 meV v//*a = 28.6 K) and

A 1 = 1.2 meV (Ax/k = 14.3 K). We obtained a small part of the dispersion

curves, as depicted in fig. 4.7. Polarized neutron scattering experiments

are needed to obtain the full dispersion curves, because of the presen-



ce of optical phonons in the energy range tyx 5: 5-10 meV. The dispersion cur-

ves of fig. 4.7 can be analyzed using the classical spin wave theory for a

1-d antiferromagnet with axial (?) and planar (j.) anisotropies. Then the

energies of the small q-excitations are given by [4-9]:

(2TC|J|Sq* )2 ]'•'* (4.5)

with q* = 1 - q and E the gap due to the anisotropy. A good fit of the ex-

perimental data to equation (4.5) is obtained for J/k ^ -55 K, in agree-
8

ment with the result J/k =-50 K of the high temperature susceptibility

measurements [21J. In this model the gaps are due to axial and planar aniso-

tropies and the gap values Er/' - are related to the anisotropy parameter

D'1 - by the relation L4-9J:

- •x 2|J|S( 1 - 1/2S J 1' 2 < 2 D ^ V l J l ) " 2 (4.6)

Using equation 4.6 we obtain D'"AB = 5 K and D"L/kjj = 1.1 K. These values

are inconsistent with the value determined from the susceptibility measure-

ments [21J.

A small Q dependence of the lowest energy excitation (of about 0.2 meV)

lias been observed along [100], indicating a weak interchain interaction,

J'. This curve has been reported in the insert in fig. 4.7. The drawn line

is a fit to the relation:

32|JJ1|( 1 + cositq̂ ) ]''2 (4.7)

which is derived from the spin wave approximation, with E 1 = 1.17 meV and
a

|J'/J| = 4.10"''. This value, combined with the Ising type (axial) anisotro-

py would lead to a 3d LRO below typically T N 2 E
1/ |ln|z"J1/E1!|

~ 3 - 3.5 K (z' number of neighbours in adjacent chains).The observed absen-

ce of LRO down to 1.2 K is inconsistent with the hypothesis, that E 1 is due
9

to an axial anisotropy leading to a 3-d LRO at 3 K.
In table 4.1 we have summarized the values of the most important parameters
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as derived from our experiment

Table 4.1 The values of the most important parameters concerning the 1-d

HAF NENP

J(K)

-55 4 . 10"

D(K)

1

A~ (K)

14.3

'S (K)

28.6

S 4.5 Discussion of the results in zero magnetic field

The susceptibility and inelastic neutron scattering experiments both show

the existence of energy gaps, Â - and C? in the excitation spectrum of NENP.

Two alternative explanations for these gaps can be developed:

(i) the Ni-ions in NENP form an alternating antiferromagnetic chain with

two slightly different intrachain integrals, J and ixJ. This alternation can

be due, either to a permanent distortion of the chain, which leads to two

different exchange paths at either side of the Ni2t-ion, or to temperature

dependent displacements of the Niz*-ions starting below some low temperatu-

re. The last case correponds to the Spin-Peierls transition [25]. The

hamiltonian for alternating, Heisenberg chains (S = 1/2-case) is given by:

N/2

J C = -0 (4.8)

(ii) NENP, which is close to the ideal S = 1, 1-d HAF, verifies the Haldane

conjecture.

When considering the first hypothesis to explain our experimental observa-

tions, we are hampered by a lack of theoretical results for S = 1. Only the

case of spins S = 1/2 has been studied both theoretically and experimental-

ly [26,27]. The parameter a has been related to the gap value [28,29]. Even
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for '.'.-values close to 1, relatively large gap values are predicted (e.g.

;V|J| - 0-2 for u : 0.9, £/|J| z. 0.5 for w. z 0.6 in real materials). Even a

small distortion of the chain can indeed induce a sizeable gap, because the

exchange integral, J, is usually very sensitive to interatomic distances

and bond angles. As examples we mention for instance the two Cu-compounds

is = 1/2), CuCl (T-picoline) [30J and CuCl (N-aethyl-iir.idazole) [31J, in
2 2 1' *

which alternation parameters « ^ 0.6-0.4 have been measured, while the

chains apptar to bt structurally uniform. In NENP the situation is diffe-

rent from that of the Cu-chains. The PJi-RO,-Ni bonding has a very strong

covalent character and |J|/k 50 K for a distance between Ni-Ni atoms of

about 5 A. To obtain an u-value, which could explain the observed gaps, a

very large distortion of the Ni-chains would be needed. This is different

from the situation in the Cu-salts in which the exchange takes place via

Cu-Cl -Cu bonding, which make an angle of about 90', so they are very sen-

sitive to distortions, contrary to the relatively "flat" Ni-NO,-Ni bonding.

This has been confirmed by systems, analogous to NENP, in which the counter-

anion CIO is substituted by its isomorphous BF - or PF - derivatives or

the ethyldiamine molecule by the propylenediamine molecule. The exchange

hardly changes, while the Ni-Ni distance varies about 0.1 A [32J. In Spin-

Peierls systems such as e.g. TTF(Au)BDT [33] the dimerization is too weak

to be directly measured by neutron diffraction experiments. Spin-Peierls

transitions have only been observed, however, in easily distorted columnar

stacks with soft Van der Waals contacts and never in chains of transition

metal ions, with strong covalent bonds 126], such as the rigid NiNO Ni bon-

ding in NENP.

As a conclusion, though we cannot totally exclude the hypothesis of a pos-

sible alternation of the chain, it seems a rather unlikely explanation for

our experimental observations. We shall therefore concentrate on the second

hypothesis, the Haldane conjecture, in order to explain the experiments.

The situation in our experimental system, NENP, is a little more complex

than in the ideal S = 1, 1-d HAF. Because of the presence of planar aniso-

tropy the gap splits into two components t/ and Ax with A-"- < kf. The nume-

rical calculation of BJK predicts a linear dependence for sufficiently
a Ao D

small anisotropy parameters, - *> — + 8 - with 8 £ 2.
J J J

If we first consider the average gap value, ( i/ + Ax )/2 a 0.42|J| (the

average realizes a cancellation of the anisotropy effect (to first order)

and thus reflects better the limit of the pure Heisenberg model), we see

that it agrees remarkably well with the calculations of Parkinson e.a. [19]
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and Nightingale e.a. [20J, 0.38 and 0.41 for A/|J| respectively. It seems

that the experimental variation of the gaps with D is more pronounced than

according to the prediction of BJK [14]. Experimentally one estimates S ~

7,which tends to show that the quantum effect is quite rapidly destroyed by

the anisotropy. This last result would be in contradiction with experimen-

tal results by Steiner e.a. [34J and Buyers e.a. [35] on the S = 1 AF chain

CsNiCl (D/|J| i -0.7, |J| ~ -33 K), who have found only one gap value. Ne-

vertheless we think that this last compound, due to the existence of phase

transitions at T 2 4.5 K (which implies |J'/J| - 10~2) is not the best com-

pound to test the Haldane conjecture. More precise calculations of the in-

fluence of the anisotropies on the gap do not exist yet and are barely nee-

ded for the present compound. The fact that we do not observe LRO down to T

= 1.2 K, that susceptibilities become very small at low temperatures with

respect to the maximum value, all point in the same direction, i.e. an

explanation of the observed phenomena in the frame of the Haldane's conjec-

ture. In order to find further experimental proof for the validity of Hal-

dane's controversial result measurements under magnetic field and a study

of A as a function of temperature have been undertaken and these are discus-

sed in the next section.

S 4.6 Measurements of the gap as a function of the magnetic field and as a

function of temperature

To study the effects of temperature and magnetic field on the gap, we choo-

se the lowest energy gap, which has the highest sensitivity to these

parameters.

Two experimental methods have been used for this study, magnetization measu-

rements up to very high fields (150 kOe) and as a function of temperature

at the "Service Nationale des Champs Intenses" in Grenoble and the inelas-

tic neutron scattering technique, to determine directly the gapvalue.

The magnetization was measured upto 150 kOe at various temperatures (T

between 1.2 K and 50 K) on a powder sample of about 0.2 gr. The results are

depicted in fig. 4.8. At higher temperatures, T > 12 K, a nearly linear de-

pendence of the magnetization on the magnetic field can be distinguished

from the curves. At T = 1.2, 4.2 and 8 K a curvature can be observed, which
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is due to the appearance of the gap. The saturation magnetization would be
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Fig. 4.8 Magnetization curves of NENP as a function of

magnetic field and temperature.

reached at magnetic fields (gnBHg ~ 4|J|S) of the order of 1500-2000 kOe,

so here we clearly have only the beginning of the magnetization curves. The

dashed line gives an indication of the classical mean field calculation

[36] (M = M / H.) in which M the saturation magnetization for the Ni-atom

(~ 2.2 n B ) , which can be compared with for instance the 1.2 K-curve. At hig-

her fields (H £ 100 kOe) the nonmagnetic state is destroyed and magnetiza-

tion increases approximately linearly, with a slope very close to that of

the dashed classical line as predicted by Parkinson and Bonner from numeri-

cal calculations [19], If we extrapolate this straight line to zero magne-

tization, we find the critical field value, H 5 90 kOe, which equals the

gap energy, gnBHc ~ A in agreement with the value extracted from the inelas-

tic neutron scattering experiments. The curves are in agreement with the

susceptibility measurements, confirming the small value of the induced mag-

netic moments at very low temperatures, despite the small upturn in the 1.2
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K curve due to the existence of a parasitic moment (-••• 0.01^), which is cau-
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Fig. 4.9 Energy scans at Q = [ 0.1,1,0 j for T = 1.2 K and

T = 12.5 K. The peak position shift towards higher

energies and the Ff/HM grows, when increasing tem-

perature.

sed by the presence of intrinsic impurities, due to e.g. the finite size of

the chains, in the polycrystalline sample used for these measurements.

Neutron scattering experiments were performed as a function of temperature

at reactor Siloe and as a function of magnetic field at both Siloe and the
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high flux reactor of the ILL. The magnetic field was applied parallel to

5 10 15
Temperature(K)

Fig. 4.10 Temperature dependences of the peak position (w ) , experimental
M

width (Ff/HM) and damping parameter (H of the low energy modes.

the vertical axis of the oriented crystal of NENP, i.e. the c-axis. Energy

resolution in both experiments was typically 0.6 meV.

In zero field, direct measurements of the low energy gap, Ax, were perfor-
med as a function of temperature (1 K < T < 30 K). Typical energy scans at
->
Q = [0.1,1,0] , T = 1.2 K and T = 12.5 K, are given in fig. 4.9. The energy

peak clearly broadens and the maximum shifts towards higher energies, when

raising temperature. Fig. 4.10 summarizes the temperature dependence of the

experimental FWHM of the energy peak, the deconvoluted damping parameter

(assuming a Lorentzian scattering function), P and the peak position. The

energy at the maximum < oi in fig. 4.10) increases slightly by increasing

temperature, which renders anisotropy effects less important, thus emphasi-

zing the pure Heisenberg character. Indeed the maximum reaches a value

&J-/\J\ z 0.35, which tends to the theoretical prediction 0.4|J| of Nightin-

gale e.a. [20]. This energy shift is observed together with a progressive
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damping of the excitation as can be observed from the increasing FWHM of

the energy peak. This damping is characterized by the damping parameter, I",

which can tentatively be described by a phenomenological relation:

r = r exp(- AVkT) with & = 14 K and [̂  ? 1.7 meV -- 20 K, indicated by the

drawn line (lower part of the figure). The excitation becomes rapidly over-

damped above 20 K and disappears finally around 30 K.

200

150

NENP Q=[0.1,1,0]
T=1.6K

o H= OkOe
A H = 40kOe
D H = 57kOe

Background

1.0 2.0
Energy(meV)

3.0

Fig. 4.11 Energy scans at Q = [ 0.1,1,0 ] for T = 1.6 K in various

magnetic fields.

From magnetization measurements we have established that the nonmagnetic

state is destroyed above a field H 5 90 kOe at T = 1.2 K, so an interes-

ting point is to look at the effect of a magnetic field on the gap. In fig.

4.11 typical energy scans at Q = [0.1,1,0], T = 1.6 K are depicted as a func-
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tion of magnetic field. The scans show that the energy at the maximum does

not change in a magnetic field, at least upto H , whereas the intensity de-

creases, however. Fig. 4.12 summarizes the main characteristics of the

field dependence. For the gap value. A~, at low energy, a non-conventional

behaviour is observed, characterized by a very weak field dependence of the

peak position and by a progressive decrease of the intensity (by about a

factor 2) up to the transition field H , after which the intensity remains

constant. Such a behaviour proves clearly once more, that our results can-

not be explained by anisotropy effects. In fact, if it were the Ising ani-

sotropy which caused the gap, the energy would depend on the magnetic field

as given by [8] (see fig. 4.12):

E- 2 + (gn H)z) (4.9)
9 B

Such a dependence is not at all observed experimentally. In fact, the field

dependences of the intensity and peak position show merely, that the system

is in a rather good planar state at zero field. The gap, Ar/ (namely, at 2.6

meV at H = 0) displays a classical like behaviour, at least in low fields.

However, the situation is more complex when one looks at the polarization

of the modes. The low energy modes, XY-type at low fields, becomes Y-type

around and above H (remind that H f c = y). The high energy mode, which

was Z-type at low fields becomes X- or/and Y-type, with a slope close to

the 2-magnon branch at 2gn H. The situation around H is similar to that

in TMMC [31], where there is an anticrossing between the out-of-plane fluc-

tuations and the 2-magnon modes, due to the canting of the spins at high

field from their spinflop position [38].

All our experimental results point clearly towards an explanation in the

framework of the Haldane conjecture. The gaps cannot be due to anisotropy

effects as in a classical model, because the measurements in zero-field

would not be in agreement and furthermore the magnetic field dependences

clearly show that such an explanation can be excluded.
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Fig. 4.12 Field dependences of the magnetic excitations around q = 1: ener-

gies (.,o) and intensity at maximum denoted by triangles for

->

Q = [ 0.5,1,0 ]. The full lines are guide to the eye. Dashed li-

nes: classical one- and two~magnon modes.

However, theoretical results on alternating HAF, S = 1 chains are barely

needed in order to be able to explain these kind of gaps unambiguously in

the framework of the Haldane-conjecture. Furthermore, more precise theore-
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tica] results on the effects of anisotropy on the Haldane gap are

necessary.

From an experimental point of view a S = 1 HAF chain with an Ising anisotro-

py would be interesting to test, in order to establish more clearly the ef-

fects of anisotropy on the gap.
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CHAPTER 5 INTRODUCTION TO KONDO EFFECT AND HEAVY FERMION BEHAVIOUR

In the following chapters, experiments on 4f electron compounds (mainly ce-

rium-based compounds) will be described. In 3d electron compounds (the pre-

ceding chapters), the spin-orbit coupling is only a perturbation, so both

the orbital angular momentum, L, and the spin angular momentum, S, are good

quantumnumbers. However, crystal electric field (CEF) effects are very lar-

ge in this case and these quench the orbital angular momentum. For a des-

cription of the magnetism in these systems, usually only the spin angular

momentum S is needed. However in 4f electron systems the spin-orbit coup-
» » >

ling is rather large, meaning that the total angular momentum, J = L + S,

has to be used for a description of the magnetic properties.

The main characteristic of rare earth (RE) ions is the small extension of

the 4f shell. The radius of this shell is of the order of 0.35 A. This va-

lue is to be compared with distances between rare earth ions, which are

about ten times larger. So the 4f electrons interact only weakly with the

electrons of the surrounding atoms and the 4f-4f magnetic interaction can-

not be a direct one, such as is quite often the case in 3d electron magne-

tism. The interaction will be of the indirect type, as e.g. the RKKY inter-

action, in which the c-f exchange interaction (c stands for conduction band

electrons) originates from the intra-atomic d-f exchange interaction. The

hamiltonian of these systems can be written as:

in which the first term describes the electrons in the conduction band, J£

describes the 4f electrons, including the single ion terms (crystal elec-

tric field (CEF), spin-orbit interaction, Zeeman hamiltonian and magneto-

elastic interaction) and the last term describes the hybridization of 4f

electrons with the conduction band.

Let us first have the single-ion terms and in particular the CEF hamilto-

nian. Using the Stevens operator equivalent technique [1] it can be expres-

sed as follows:
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1 . v; (i( o
1; (5.2)

in which V" = Am <r' > is the CEF parameter determined from experimental

data, <r'> is the lth-rnoment of the distribution of the 4f electron cloud

[2J and H are the reduced matrix elements of the Stevens operators 0™.

The number of terms in eq. (5.2) will depend on the symmetry of the RE si-

te. In the following chapters we shall deal, amongst others, with RE hexabo-

rides in which the RE site has a cubic symmetry. In this case, when taking

the quantization axis along a [lOOJ-axis, 5{. depends only on two parame-

ters, V° and V":

= V° 3 (0° + 5 0") + V° T (0° - 21 04) (5.3)
1 j » i b s o b

here Z and ';' are parameters of the free ion.

Following Lea, Leask and Wolf [3J, equation (5.3) can be rewritten as given

by:

= W {x + (l-|x|) ) (5.4)
t F(4) F(6)

with Wx = V° 3; F(4'); W(l-|x|) = V° rj F(6) and |x| ^ 1. The signs of W

and x can be determined by using a point charge model (see e.g. reference

[4]). By measuring physical quantities such as the specific heat, suscepti-

bility or the magnetization in high magnetic field and by using spectros-

copic methods, like the neutron scattering technique, the CEF parameters

can be determined accurately, from which the level scheme can be

established.

We consider first a "classical" RE system, i.e. a system without hybridiza-

tion, i.e. without Kondo effect or heavy fermion behaviour which we shall

discuss later on. If we want to account for the magnetic properties of a

localized 4f electron system, we have to use a model hamiltonian which

includes CEF, anisotropic bilinear exchange and eventually quadrupolar
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interactions:

in which J£ is given by:

L I"" JK J1* (5.6)
i j i J

here J° and J;:l (a, J = x,y,z) are components of the total angular momentum

at lattice sites R. and R. and IBl is the exchange integral. For the qua-

drupolar interactions we can write:

(5.7)

is the quadrupolar interaction constant. For the quadrupolar

momentum operators Q™ we can write:

Q" = (JB)2 - - J(J+1) («=x,y,z) (5.8)
1 ' 3

We will encounter quadrupolar interactions in the next chapter (CeB ). Here
6

we will present only guidelines for the calculation of the spectrum of the

magnetic excitations and their dispersion. For simplicity we shall omit the

quadrupolar interaction in what follows.

One first has to reduce the many-body hamiltonians (5.5) and (5.6) to a sin-

gle-ion hamiltonian by using a mean-field approximation (MF). This results

in:

3C = K C E F + 1 I"', <J^> < J f > - 2 1 i « <Jj
f)> ^ + Kdyu ( 5 . 9 )
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in which <Ja> means the thermodynamic average of the component J" at site i

at temperature T.

will be taken as:

at temperature T. Jf contains the dynamical part of the hamiltonian which

I"* U" - <J">) (J^ ~ <Jj3>) (5.10)

So we have to solve the MF hamiltonian in order to obtain the eigenvalues

E and eigenvectors |m>, i.e. we have to diagonalize:
m

" 2 S IK|3 <J?>
IJ j > J

i) - 2 Zt l"p <JP> J") (5.11)
i j j 1

•i.ot.3

This will lead, for a given molecular field 2 2 J I"J <J8>, to eigenstates

jaU

|m(i)> with energy fciMi).

The expectation value for an operator Y is then given by:

<Y> = Zt t (i) <m(i) |Y| m(i)> (5.12)
n

m

where

fB(i) = expt-p^ti)) / 2 exp(-(3tiwB(i)) (5.13)
m

Then, by substituting in (5.11) <Ĵ > by its calculated value, selfconsis-

tent eigenvalues and eigenfunctions can be obtained. So on each site i the

level scheme will be known and the ordering temperature and ordered mag-

netic moment can be calculated.
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J£ , i.e. the MF part of the hamiltonian given by eq. (5.9) without J£d can

now be written in the form:

V V
Zu Li
i tn

Li ZJ fc« (i) a (i) (5.14)
m mm

i m

in which we have defined a creation operator of a local excitation at site

(i) from state m to state n:

a (i) = |m{i)> <n(i) | (5.15)
BO

In RE compounds, where CEF effects are of the same order of magnitude as

the magnetic interactions, one cannot reduce the complete hamiltonian

(5.5), to a bilinear form of creation and annihilation operators of magnons

by means of the Holstein-Primakoff technique as is often done for 3d elec-

tron systems. Instead, linear response theory has to be used, employing the

Green's function formalism within the random phase approximation (RPA)

[5-9]. The generalized susceptibility is defined by:

1 _

X K(i,j,t) = - 8(t) <[J°(t),J3(0)]> (5.16)
W p i, 1 J

where 8(t) is the unit step function.

Applying the Heisenberg equation of motion leads to:

X „ (i,j,«> = - <[J"<0),jP<0)]> + \ X ,.1T(|(i.J.«) (5-17)

The problem now, is to calculate the commutator

[J".JC] = [J"'^] + tjr'^dyn ̂  ' v h e r e ^ i s t h e diaoonalized MF hamiltonian

(5.14). In case of complicated magnetically ordered structures (for instan-
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ce a helical structure), one performs a transformation on the angular opera-

tors Ju by means of a local axes system, in which each moment points along

the same direction of the local axes coordinate system at each site [7J.

Then all s:tes will become equivalent and will have the same level scheme,

which means that the matrix element:

<m(i) |J"|n(i) > = <ia|J"|n> = J" , V i (5.18)

m(i) and n(i) being eigenstates of hamiltonian (5.11). The first term in

(5.17) together with x will give the local excitations and will

be proportional to the inelastic part of the single-ion susceptibility,

which, expressed in the crystal axes system, is given by:

--, Ja (i) J:J (j)

ZJ (f - i ) h (5.19)

n co - (w - to ) " m ' >

? n

In the local axes system expression (5.19) yields:

m,n

m / n

To calculate the susceptibility x"1, one has to work in the local axes sys-

tem, in order to avoid the problem that xB(J takes different values on each
o

site. So the equation of evolution will be applied to x"p . Having writ-
0 , I O C

ten the commutator [J",J(L ] in terms of creation- and annihilation opera-

tors, with eigenvectors given by the diagonalized hamiltonian (5.14), one

encounters terms of the form a>n(i) ak)(j), which can be calulated by means

of RPA:

a (i) a (j) = f (i) 6 a <j) + f (j) 5 a (i) (5.21)
ma k I • ma k1 k kl ••
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This approximation means that one neglects the possibility of creating two

excitations simultaneously.

We then finally obtain:

(i,j,ou) = *(oo) S + 2 I 1 x"y(») IYS (i,j) .<3 (l,j,w) (5.22)
1 o c o i j o lot: l o r

l 5

When one applies a Fourier transformation and assumes that the exchange

IYS (i,j) depends on the distance between site i and j only, one obtains:
1 o c

C 1 '-»> = v M + 2 ̂  v(*> v.c^ Cc«'*> (5-23)

This simple equation allows us to determine completely the inelastic beha-

viour of the system. Quasi-elastic fluctuations are not considered and the

simplicity of this equation is due to the fact that the detailed magnetic

structure and the ordered level scheme are contained in IY° (q) and xtt|*(w),

respectively. The poles of eq. (5.23) give the magnetic excitation spec-

trum. The imaginary part of the susceptibility can be measured by inelastic

neutron scattering experiments, allowing the experimental determination of
>

the dispersion relation, co = fi(q) , which we shall apply in the next

chapter.

If we want to describe 4f electron compounds in which phenomena like the

Kondo effect, intermediate valence effects, etc. play a role , we have to

take into account the hybridization of 4f electrons with itinerant elec-

trons. When 4f electrons are well localized the most standard hamiltonian

is the Anderson hamiltonian [10]. In case of a non-degenerate orbital ground

state it can be written as:

V Zd (c4 1 + f' c-> ) (5.24)
-» kc kc
ko-
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The first term describes the electrons in the conduction band, the second

the 4f electron impurity, the third deals with the intra-atomic 4f Coulomb

interaction and the fourth describes the hybridization of the 4f electron

with the conduction electrons.

Using the Anderson model, one can investigate two interesting cases: one is

the mixed valence regime (the valence of the 4f impurity is not an integer

value anymore), where the energy of the 4f electrons, e , is near the Fermi

level and the other regime is the Kondo regime where ef is well below the

Fermi level and the repulsive Coulomb interaction, U, tends to infinity in

order to assure that there are no longer charge fluctuations on 4f sites.

In the next chapters we are mainly concerned by the Kondo problem and Kondo

lattices. The Kondo effect consists in fact of a screening of the 4f elec-

tron magnetic moments by the conduction electrons, when lowering the tempe-

rature. The local moment disappears as a result of the antiparallel polari-

zation of the conduction electrons. The ground state of the system is a

nonmagnetic many body singlet. One of the consequences for the magnetic

properties of such a system is for instance the logarithmic temperature de-

pendence of the magnetic resistivity with a minimum at intermediate tempe-

ratures, increasing when lowering the temperature [11]. Originally this ef-

fect was only observed in diluted 3d electron alloys, but in the seventies,

the Kondo effect was also observed in various anomalous rare earth com-

pounds and even in dense systems (now called Kondo lattices). Actually, in

the last ones, the Kondo effect competes with the RKKY interaction, which

tends to order the magnetic moments of the localized 4f electrons. Some

compounds show both phenomena as e.g. CeB (next chapter), which displays
6

typical Kondo behaviour at high temperatures, but which orders magnetically

in complicated structures below I ? 3K.

Schrieffer and Wolf [12] have transformed the Anderson hamiltonian in the

limit of a weak hybridization and infinite repulsive Coulomb interaction

into a f-d hamiltonian. The exchange integral, I, between conduction band

electrons and and 4f electron spins is given by [13]:

1 = 2 <|V|>2/ (ef - Ef) (5.25)

The energy of the 4f electron, ef, lies always below the Fermi energy le-
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vel, E , so the expression for I will always be negative. Thus the hybridi-

zation mechanism can lead to the Kondo effect (anti-parallel c-f coupling).

Coqblin and Schrieffer [14] have shown that this is also true when one adds

the orbital contribution to magnetism. The essential result consists of the

dependence of I on the relative position of e compared with Ep. This can

explain qualitatively the disappearance of the Kondo effect when the stabi-

lity of the 4f cloud increases (e << E ). Doniach [15] has treated the Kondo

lattice in one dimension and found a critical value, |Ic/D| (D the width of

the conduction band), below which a system orders and above which the

ground state will be the Kondo singlet. Employing the functional integral

method, Lacroix and Cyrot [16] showed that these systems could order magne-

tically (I<I ), but that the Kondo effect can reduce the ordered magnetic

moments.

Nozieres [17] argued against the existence of a nonmagnetic ground state in

a Kondo lattice: the number of conduction electrons available for the Kondo

screening would be too small for confining all the f electron local moments

in the case of a lattice of 4f impurities. At low temperatures a heavy fer-

mion ground state will be reached. The f spins are compensated by moving

the screening electrons through the lattice. At low temperatures one igno-

res the conduction band and one concentrates on the dynamics of the scree-

ning electrons. This leads to a very classical Hubbard model: Suppose that

all impurities are blocked in a singlet state. One introduces a finite num-

ber of holes with density: N - N (number of impurities - number of
lap e f f

conduction electrons available for screening the magnetic moments). These

holes are then the fermions, which can move from site to site. One cannot

have two holes on the same site of course, so the repulsive Coulomb intra-

atomic interaction between 4f electrons should be infinite. The RKKY coup-

ling seems to be a supplementary exchange interaction between neighbouring

holes.

The single-site Kondo problem is well understood in its details now, but

attempts to solve the lattice problem have not been particularly successful

so far [18-21]. Two energy scales have to be considered in the problem, the

Kondo temperature, TK , and the coherence temperature, T*, below which a

heavy fermion (RF) ground state is reached.

The Kondo temperature characterizes the strength of the f-c hybridization.

With a small hybridization the system orders magnetically, but with increa-

sing hybridization, the ordered magnetic moment decreases gradually and rea-

ches finally a non-ordered magnetic ground state. Compounds located at the

borderline of the magnetic-nonmagnetic transition actually exhibit the HF
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behaviour. The HF behaviour is characterized by a very large value of the

linear term, T, in the specific heat, which is attributed to the formation

of quasi-particles, having a very large mass compared with the bare elec-

tron mass. For typical HF systems T can amount up to 1500 mJ/mol K2 (CeCu^)

which has to be compared with, for instance, the T for an "ordinary" metal

like copper, 0.8 mJ/raol K2. Below the coherence temperature, T*, the qua-

si-particles are thought to behave like a Fermi liquid.

At low temperatures the resistivity does not increase, as is the case for

the dilute Kondo systems. Instead it decreases dramatically, which is

thought to be due to the coherence effect in the HF ground state, where the

magnetic atoms scatter coherently the conduction electrons. A T2-dependence

of the resistivity, p = p + AT2, is frequently observed, the coefficient A

reaching large values up to 30 (J. II cm K'2.

The susceptibility obeys the Curie-Weiss law (x ~ (T + 0 )~l) at high tem-
p

peratures (100-1000 K) with a negative and large Curie-Weiss temperature,

If , and large effective moments (> 2\>. ). The susceptibility is enhanced in
[» B

the coherent regime and does not decrease as might be expected from the lar-

ge antiferrjmagnetic correlations, indicated by the negative value of B

L22].

Neutron scattering experiments on these systems can provide unique informa-

tion [23,24]. For instance CEF transitions, which usually give rise to well-

determined peaks in the energy spectrum can be observed. Their linewidth

and position can be affected by the Kondo effect [25], leading eventually

to broad humps instead of well-defined peaks. Besides the eventual magnetic

order (often complicated structures occur, see e.g.the next chapter on CeB
6

), magnetic correlations and magnetic fluctuations inside the CEF ground le-

vel can be studied. At high temperatures (T > T K ) , the single-impurity Kon-

do theory assumes that these magnetic fluctuations within the ground state

lead to relaxational dynamics. The fluctuations are induced by the coupling

of 4f electrons with conduction band electrons. At high temperatures the

scattering law takes then the following form:

S(w,T) = Im

1 - (Pfc)
with a Lorentzian shape for *(<*>,T) such as:
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X (T) T(T)
o

T(T) - iw

this becomes:

x (T)
1 - exp(-Sto) °

i +

rcn

(5.26)

In these expressions x (T) is the static susceptibility, and I'(T) can be
O

interpreted as a measure of the magnetic fluctuation energy, ft*sf • In fig.

5.1 we have given the function S(c;,T) for the high and low temperature

limits.

Fig. 5.1 Neutron scattering law assuming a Lorentzian shape for x in

the (a) high temperature and (b) low temperature limit (sche-

matically)

Indeed, experimentally, this behaviour has been observed, see e.g. ref.

[26-28]. The width, r, of the Lorentzian peak varies with temperature. Ex-

perimentally both linear [27] and square root behaviours [26]:

= V{0) (5.27)

have been observed. When T tends to zero, a residual width, H O ) has been

observed in both cases. This was first predicted by theory in 1974 [29].
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I"(0) should be measure of T of the system. At low temperatures (T < T*)

deviations from the scattering law given by a quasi-elastic single Lorent-

zian have been found (see chapters 7 & 8). Several theoriticians have

put forward such a behaviour [30-32J. Kuramoto and Miiller-Hartmann [31] de-

rived analytically the dynamics of the degenerate Anderson model at zero

temperature. They obtained the following expression for the dynamical

susceptibility:

Im x(ou)/C =
S1BU

n t2 u2 (u*+ 4sin2a)

{sina lnt(l-u2)2 + 4u2sin2u] + u[ tan"1

2

1 - u2

2u2sin«

]) (5.28)

with u = -at e t is closely related to T , n the degeneracy of the 4f
t K

level, u = (rtn(/n) in which nf is the occupation number of the 4f level

close to unity and C is the Curie constant. Imx('<») generally exhibits an

inelastic peak around w 2 *{ (see fig. 5.2). Gunnarsson and Schonhammer

[30] found the same result in the limit n -t 00, except that the low energy

anomalies (w ^ 0) are somewhat different by presenting an energy gap.

0 -TK

UI)

T=0

10

Fig. 5.2 Schematic drawing (dashed lines) of o~lx(<a,0) and of x" (tu,O)

as computed with eq. (5.28). Also shown (solid lines) are the

corresponding functions when a relaxational ansatz is made

(eq. 5.26)

This brings us to a short discussion of NMR experiments. Since the characte-
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ristic frequencies of NKR experiments are in the MHz region they are sensi-

tive to the slope at x -± 0, a region where hardly any information can be

extracted from inelastic neutron scattering experiments with characteristic

frequencies in the THz region. With NMR experiments one may measure the nuc-

lear spin-lattice relaxation time T (T), which is defined by:

— = — T2 S (E"' (q))2 lim J|_l_i^— (5.29)
T -j. " • h l

 n w

in which T is the gyromagnetic ratio of the nuclear moment and H1" is the
n li t

hyperfine field coupling constant by which the nuclear spin is coupled with

the electronic spins of the 4f shell. The T value can be extracted from the

NKR experiments since it is inversely proportional to the magnetic relaxa-

tion rate, r, associated with the fluctuations of the 4f electron spins,

which is related to the nuclear relaxation time, T , by:

> X (q,T) (5.30)
T(T) T(T) -. " T T

The quantity x (q,T) can be extracted from NMR experiments by measuring the

Knight shift, which is directly proportional to 2u x (q).

q

In case that relaxational spin dynamics can be used to calculate x"(w,T)

(high T), one expects the same P(T) in both NMR and neutron scattering ex-

periments, unless there is an energy dispersion, i.e. f is not only a func-

tion of T but also of the reciprocal vector q. Actually NMR experiments,

being a local probe, imply an integration over all q's at u = 0 (eq.

(5.29)), whereas neutron scattering experiments select a given q. Below T*,

a type of Korringa relation should hold for the relaxation time [31,34]:
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U(0)) 2

(H1" ) ix (5.31)
T Tl " "' nC

as has been observed experimentally e.g. in CeCu^ L33J. Cox et al [32J poin-

ted out that below T* the deviations from the relaxation ansatz should

yield different functions F(T) in both experiments.

In fig. 5.2 we have compared the function , between the case of a qua-

Im x
si-elastic single Lorentzian and the case of the function as given by

• j ;

Kuramoto et al (eq. 5.28).

Actually, experiments have shown that magnetic correlations play an impor-

tant role in HF systems (see e.g. ref. [28,35]). Shiba [36] used the varia-

tional Monte Carlo method for calculating various expectation values for

the periodic single orbital Anderson model. The result is that the intersi-

te magnetic f-f correlation is significant in the HF groundstate. In fact

the neutron scattering study presented in chapter 8 on CeRU2Si2, a HF sys-

tem, will show that magnetic correlations set in already at higher tempera-

tures, without causing a long-range magnetic order.

Quite recently Kuramoto has performed theoretical analysis of the magnetic

response in the HF system CeCu L37]. The static susceptibility, x(q) re-

veals antiferromagnetic correlations. He found that in between T = 4 K and

0.4 K (T* 'i 0.2 K) the single-impurity picture still holds, despite the gro-

wing importance of antiferroraagnetic correlations. Interactions between Ce

sites remain insignificant for the magnetic relaxation down to 0.4 K. He

showed that the product x(q)r(q) is independent of q:

2 C
x(q)T(q) = (5.32)

This result was not a general consequence of Fermi liquid theories.

In fact, Fermi liquid theories have been very helpful in adding to a physi-

cal understanding of HF systems, however, a useful phenomenological Fermi

liquid theory would need to take into account spin-orbit interaction, crys-

tal symmetry etc.

The large interest in HF systems has grown explosively after the discovery
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of superconductivity in some of them (set; e.g. ref. [38-40J), by which spe-

culation on a new type of superconductivity (triplet- instead of sing-

let-pairing) was aroused.

Four classes of HF systems have to be distinguished:

i) "Simple" HF systems without magnetic ordering or superconductivity

ii) HFS developing a long-range magnetic order at low temperatures

iii) HFS which become superconducting

iv) HFS exhibiting both magnetic order and superconductivity

In the next chapters we shall describe neutron scattering experiments on

rare earth hexaborides, among which CeB is a typical representative of the
b

second class of HF systems. Its complicated magnetic phasediagram has puzz-

led scientists for more than a decade now. The pronounced Kondo behaviour

at high temperatures, the large T-valut-, •••• 200 mJ/mol K2 at low temperatu-

re, besides the complex types of magnetic ordering (antiferroquadrupolar

ordering, multi-k magnetic structure), all show that various interaction

mechanisms are competing in this compound.

In order to get a more basic understanding of the HF behaviour we have per-

formed experiments on two compounds of the first class where the interac-

tion mechanisms should be simpler to interpret. We choose CeCu ,

T - 1500 mJ/mol K2 , and CeRu. Si , r .-v 385 mJ/mol K2 , because both of them

can be prepared in the form of large single crystals. The different T-va-

lues and Kondo temperatures of about 3 K and 15 K, respectively, indicate a

different hybridization strength, so that a comparative study should yield

interesting results.
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CHAPTER 6 ELASTIC AND INELASTIC NEUTRON SCATTERING STUDIES OF THE RARE

EARTH HEXABORIDES, CeB6 AND NdB6

§6.1 Introduction

The rare earth (RE) hexaborides (REB^) crystallize in a CsCl-type structure

of cubic symmetry (spacegroup Pm3m) represented in fig. 6.1. The structure

is characterized by two interpenetrating simple cubic lattices, one consis-

ting of boron octahedra and one of RE atoms, respectively. The lattice pa-

rameter does not depend very much on the metal atom, which is inside the

cube formed by the boron octahedra. The extreme values reported |.1J amount

to a = 4.101 A for DyB and a = 4.217 A for BaB . This can be explained
o b o b

easily by the dependence of the lattice parameter on the degree of covalen-

cy in the bond between the boron atoms. In a model of rigid spheres one can

calculate the radius of the interstitial site for a ± 4.1 A to b<. abo.jr R _
o

2.2 A. This value is definitely larger than the ionic radii of trivalent RE

atoms, which art of the order of 1 A. It is plausible to imagine that the

structural properties of the RE hexaborides do not depend on the nature of

the RE atom, but merely on the properties of the boron lattice. Th._n the

role of the RE at oar. is essentially confined to stabilize the boron structu-

re. The RE atom will transfer two electrons to tht boron lattice, giving

Bz~ molecules and a third electron will participate in the conduction band.

Resistivity measurements and the Hall effect have evidenced the monovalent,

metallic character of these compounds. They show different physical beha-

viour: LaB is a paramagnetic system, SmB an intermediate valence com-

pound, NdB 121 and PrB 131 show a magnetic long-rangs ordering (LRO) at
b b

low temperatures, and CeB is a dense Kondo lattice system with complex mag-

netic LRO and is often qualified as a heavy ferir.ion system (HFS) , due to

its rather large T value in the specific heat, ••• 245 mJ/mol K* [4,5J.

These behaviours originate from the particular form of the interaction bet-

ween 4f- and conduction band electrons, which we have tried to clarify by

neutron scattering experiments on CeB , Ce La B and NdB .
b 0.75 0 . •< 3 6 6

The crystals of these compounds have been prepared by S. Kunii at the Tohu-

ku University in Sendai. They were enriched up to 98 % with ' * B in view of

the very large absorption cross-section for neutrons of J0B. First a RE
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hexaboride powder is formed by reduction of the RE oxide in vacuum:

REO + 3
1800 "C

RE "B ( + 2 BOf

Aftti complete elimination of the boron oxide the crystals are grown by

means of the floating zone method [6J. The single crystals thus obtained

have a cylindrical shape with diameter ••• i cm and height •• 5 cm, their co-

lor being purple-red. Preparation of samples adequate for neutron scatte-

ring experiments requires cutting these cylinders either in small spheres

or in thin plates of about 1 mm thickness in order to diminish the absorp-

tion, uven when highly enriched in ''B. Due to the hardness of the material

this has to be done by an electro-erosion lr.ethod.

Fig. 6.1 View of the nuclear lattice unit cell of REB , with boron octa-

hedra at the corner of the cube and the RE ion at the intersti-

tiel site.

The lay-out of this chapter is as follows. We shall first give a brief his-

torical review of the experimental results on CeB and their interpreta-

tion, indicating the questions which have been raised and which we shall

try to answer. Then we shall describe our elastic neutron scattering expe-

riments (NSE) on CeBfc and its solid solution Ceo 7!jl>ag 23B6 which have led
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to a determination of the magnetic phase diagram of the latter compound and

an elucidation of the quadrupolar ordering in both of them [7]. This will

be followed by the description of the inelastic neutron scattering experi-

ments on NdB and CeB , which were undertaken to clarify, at least qualita-
6 6

tively, the various interaction mechanisms in these compounds.

§ 6.2 CeB6, a short historical review

6.2.1 Introduction

CeB has been shown to exhibit a quite interesting dense Kondo lattice beha-

viour with some peculiar characteristics. In this compound, the Kondo ef-

fect competes with the exchange interactions, resulting in a quite unusual

magnetic phase diagram with two kinds of complex ordered phases. The Kcjjdo

effect is well illustrated by the magnetic resistivity [8,9]. Upon decrea-

sing the temperature, the resistivity increases logarithmically with tempe-

rature, reaching a maximum at T = 3.2 K in zero magnetic field. An estima-

tion for the Kondo temperature has been deduced from the thermal variation

of the magnetic susceptibility [10] by taking into account crystalline elec-

tric field (CEF) effects, leading to a Kondo temperature, T -v 1 K.

Magnetic resistivity measurements have revealed two transition temperatu-

res, T( ~ 3.2 K and TN ~ 2.4 K. At TN the resistivity decreases suddenly to

reach a residual value at T s 1 K, which is only about 1 % of the maximum

value at Tt (~75 £̂1 cm) [9].

Specific heat measurements [5,11,12] have confirmed these two transition

temperatures. Moreover, very accurate specific heat meaf 'reroents [5] have

settled the long standing question, whether the fg or the T? level is the

ground state, in favour of the P level. The splitting between them was es-

timated to be about 500 K, in good agreement with recent Raman and neutron

spectroscopic experiments [13], which have yielded a splitting of 46 meV (=

530 K).

6.2.2 The phonon dispersion curves

The basic assumption in the interpretation of the specific heat measure-

ments [5] is that the lattice contribution and the magnetic contribution

can be separated by substracting the specific heat of the nonmagnetic com-
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pound LaB from the specific heat of CtS^ This means that the dynamical lat-

tice behaviour of thesv two compounds should be identical. Inelastic neu-

tron scattering experiments have been performed in order to verify this

hypothesis.

i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -z 1 1 1 1

0 0.2 0.4 0 0.2 0.4 0 0.2 0.4
q (reduced unit)

Fig. 6.2 Phonon dispersion curves for CeB^ along the three principal di-

rections [qOO], [qqO] and [qqqj.

The major part of the phonon dispersion curves has been measured on the

triple-axis spectrometer IN8 installed at the high flux reactor of the ILL.

The acoustical modes and also part of the optical modes have been determi-

ned. The triple-axis spectrometer DN1 at reactor Siloe of the CEN Grenoble

has been used to complete the dispersion curves. In tig. 6.2 we have depic-

ted the resulting phonon dispersion curves of CeBft. Phonons as measured on

IN8 are denoted by circles whereas those determined on DN1 are indicated by
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triangles. The longitudinal optical (LO) modes show a large dispersion,

starting from 22 meV at the zone center up to about 55 meV at the zone boun-

dary in all three principal directions [qOOJ, LqqO] and [qqqj. The trans-

verse optical codes (TO) exhibit somewhat less dispersion. By comparison,

the acoustical phonon modes (LA and TA) are fiat over nearly the entire

Brillouin zone in all three directions and their energy at the zone bounda-

ry amounts to about 12.4 meV. In order to understand the dispersion curves,

one has to consider the crystallographic structure of CeB . This structure
b

allows 21 modes of vibration. Considering the boron atoms, we may distin-

guish two kinds of aodes at the zone center: one associated to deformations

of the boron octahedra and one in which the octahedra rotate without defor-

mation [14].

Fig. 6.3 Schematization of the model used to explain the observed phonon

K and k are
2

dispersion curves vith m = 6 m and m - m
the coupling constants between B -B , Ce-Ce and Ce-B , respecti-

6 b b

vely.

The rotational and translational modes of the boron octahedra, together

with the translational mode of the Ce atoms, give rise to the acoustical

and optical phonon branches. The modes, which are associated with a defor-

mation of the octahedra, give excitations at much higher energies, because

the bonds in the boron octahedra are strong and highly covalent. So the in-

ternal vibration modes of the B molecules are well separated in energy

from the external modes. Therefore the phonon dispersion curves, which main-

ly concern the modes at energies smaller than 60 meV, can be interpreted

qualitatively by considering the CeB lattice consisting of two sublatti-
6

ces. One sublattice corresponds to the Ce atoms and the other one to a lat-
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tice of B molecules, which are considered as rigid entities and point mas-
b

ses. The last hypothesis, which excludes the rotational mode of the octahe-

dron, is justified by a comparison of the observed low-energy phonon inten-

sities in several RE hexaborides with the calculated intensities [3,14].

The dispersion of the (acoustical or optical) vibrational modes is now de-

termined by the coupling within the sublattices of the B octahedra and

the Ce atoms and by the electrostatic coupling between these two sublatti-

ces. Then one can consider the CeB lattice as a CsCl lattice, in which Cs
b

and Cl have been substituted by Ce and by the rigid B octahedra, respecti-
6

vely. So one can interpret qualitatively the obtained dispersion curves

with a model of two coupled linear chains with the same period (a sketch is

given in fig. 6.3 in which m = 6 m and m = m. ). From such a simple model,
1 B 2 C e

which appears to work quite well [3J, one can deduce the following

conclusions.

The explanation of the dynamical behaviour of CeB at low energies origina-
6

tes from the weak coupling within the sublattice of the Ce atoms, especial-

ly in comparison with that within the B sublattice or with the coupling
6

between the two sublattices. The weak dispersion of the acoustical mode can

be understood as a local vibrational mode of the Ce atoms in the intersti-

tiel site of the boron lattice. This explains also the observed decrease of

neutron scattering intensity by the acoustical phonons when approaching the

zone boundary. The displacements of the boron octahedra gives a much larger

contribution to the intensity than the displacement of the Ce atoms, becau-

se of the difference in the scattering lengths and masses.

The energy of the acoustical modes at the zone boundary and that of the op-

tical modes at the zone center actually depend on the Ce-B coupling only.
6

The sound velocity, which is given by the slope of the acoustical phonon

branches at the zone center, depends mainly on the coupling within the bo-

ron sublattice and the coupling between Ce atoms and B -molecules. The sim-
b

pie cubic symmetry implies an isotropic local vibrational mode of the Ce

atoms, as can be seen in fig. 6.2. The small energy of about 12.4 meV is

the same in all directions and should be compared with the relatively large

energy of the optical phonons at the zone boundary. The energy of the acous-

tical modes at the zone boundary is determined by an electrostatic coup-

ling, while the energy of the optical modes at the zone boundary is deter-

mined by the much stronger covalent coupling.

The complete degeneracy of the acoustical modes over the main part of the

Brillouin zone, yielding a large maximum (due to its small dispersion) in
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the density of phonon states at 12.4 meV, has also been found in LaBb [.15].

This allows the use the specific heat of LaB& as an estimate of the lattice

contribution to the specific heat of CeB .
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Furthermore, the accurate knowledge of the phonon dispersion curves will al-

low us to distinguish between magnetic excitations and phonons in the next

paragraphs when we shall discuss the inelastic neutron scattering experi-

ments at low temperatures.

6.2.3 Magnetic phase diagram and magnetic structures of CeB6.

The magnetic phase diagram and the magnetically ordered structures of CeB

are quite complex. In fig. 6.4 we have depicted the magnetic phase diagram.

Three phases can be distinguished: a paramagnetic phase (I) with pronounced

Kondo type behaviour, an antiferroquadrupolar phase (II) and a magnetically

-.odulated phase (III) . N£ut:x.:. scattering experiments in phase II in zero

field have not revealed any magnetic peaks. NMR measurements [16,17], howe-

ver, showed that at the phase I/phase II transition, a simple line split-

ting occurs, which decreases with decreasing field, indicating in phase II

the -.xistence of an induced ordering. If a magnetic field is applied, neu-

tron scattering experiments reveal a magnetic intensity for scattering vec-

tori characterized by the wavevector k = <l/2,1/2, l/2>. In fig. 6.5 we
rj

report i'r.-. te-peratui/c and magnetic field dependence of the magnetic inten-

sity at the scattering vector Q = [3/2,-3/2,5/2] as an example. The magne-

tic intensity in a magnetic field, H = 84 kOe disappears with increasing

temperature around 7 ^ 6.3 K. At a constant temperature, T = 2.6 K, the ob-

served signal decreases with decreasing magnetic field and vanishes at H =

0. The signal saturates around H = 40 kOe. These results are x.: excellent

agreement with NXR experiments. So an applied magnetic field induces an an-

tif error.agnetic component with wavevector k = <l/2,1/2, l/2>. This imp-

lies that there are two kinds of Ce ions, which differ in zero field only

through the value of the magnetic susceptibility. This can only be explai-

ned in terms of an antiferroquadrupolar ordering (AFQ). At T = T = 3.2 K

the f"a ground state splits up into two doublets characterized by quadrupo-

lar moments Q and -Q, exhibiting an anisotropic magnetic susceptibility.

The ordering consists of an alternating sequence, along the three different

cubic directions, of Ce ions A and B having quadrupolar moments <Q> = Q and

<Q> = -Q (see fig. 6.6 b).
B

The magnetic modulated phase III is characterized by the existence of two
-* >

wavevectors: ^ = (1/4,1/4,0) and k2 = <l/4,-l/4,0>. Two other wavevectors
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Fig. 6.5 Temperature- and magnetic field dependence of the induced antifer-

romagnetic moment in phase II measured at a scattering vector,

Q = [3/2,-3/2,-5/2].

have also been observed, 1^= <l/4,l/4,l/'2> and <l/4,-l/4, l/2> but the

AFQ ordering renders the wavevectors k and k and k̂  and k,; equivalent,

~ * , * ~ * " * • " * " *

because k = k + k and k = k + k . Thus the magnetic moment distribution
1 1 0 2 2 0

+ -»
m(R ) in phase III is obtained by adding these Fourier components (see chap-

n

ter 2):

) =

-» -»
i k.R (6.1)

-. +k ±k'
k = ' '

where

vector

> i *

\ = {V2) e in which $k is a phase factor and û  is a unit
giving the polarization of the magnetic modulation with

u = 1/ $2 [-1,1,0] for k and k' and u = l/ifl [1,1,0] for k and k', the
Kj l l k ^ 2 2

amplitudes A are equal for the four wavevectors involved [18].

Only one magnetic structure is consistent with the AFQ ordering of wavevec-



t o r k = < l / 2 , l / 2 , l / 2 > :
0

Us ) = A (icosCk .R + it/4) + cos( k .R - tt/4) ] u +
" M ' "

R + 3Tt/4) + c o s ( k ' . R + T C / 4 ) J u \2 » S j

m(R

( 6 . 2 )

Magnetic modulated Anti ferro quadrupo'ar
phase H : ^

(b)

Fig. 6.6 Double k- k' magnetic structure in phase III (a) and antifer-

roquadrupolar structure in phase II (b). Black sites represent

Ce ions A and white sites, B (see text).

In fig. 6.6 a we have depicted the magnetic structure of phase III. The or-

dered magnetic moments then take the value mo= A^/ $2 = (0.28 + 0.06) nB

and they lie within (001) planes with a non-collinear arrangement; the mag-

netic moments of the two cerium sublattices of the AFQ structure order

along two different directions. When a magnetic field is applied, the

double-k structure changes into a single-k structure (phase III').

This phase diagram and its complex magnetic structures clearly show that

the magnetic properties of CeB are dominated by a competition between the

single-site virtual fluctuations of Kondo the type !TK) and the quadrupolar

(T ) and magnetic intersite <TN) interactions. TK and To are of the same
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order of magnitude giving rise to a Kondo reduced AFQ ordering and they do-

minate T . This is demonstrated by the huge increase of T with the applied

field. In zero field T and the ordered quadrupolar moment are reduced with

respect to their bare-coupling values but with increasing magnetic field

the Kondo state is progressively suppressed and the AFQ ordering can deve-

lop at a temperature above T .

In this review we have emphasized neutron scattering work and pointed out

the main results. To get more information on the direction of the induced

magnetic "ioments in phase II, additional neutron scattering experiments ha-

ve been undertaken to determine the nature of the quadrupolar ordering

parameter.

Another interesting aspect is the influence of La dilution on the magnetic

phase diagram of CeB . The interaction mechanisms appear to be affected qui-
6

te differently by dilution and tlie borderline between the paramagnetic pha-

se I and phase II (T ) is shifted :!,or<~ than that between phase II and phase

III [10,19]. Also in the solid solutions Ce La B the F level is the

ground level and is well separated from the .r7 level, as has been shown by

specific heat, susceptibility, magnetization and elastic constant measure-

ments [10,19,20].

S 6.3 A study of the AFQ ordering in CeB and Ce . La B
6 0 i 7 B 0 I 2 B D

6.3.1 Experimental

The crystals of CeB& and CeQ 75LaQ z 5B 6 were shaped into a sphere with dia-

meter of 5 mm, and oriented with the |110| direction vertical, parallel to

the applied magnetic field. Experiments were performed in the cryomagnetic

assembly, providing a magnetic field up to 100 kOe (see chapter 2). Two

different temperature inserts have been used: one for the high temperature

range (1.5 K < T < 300 K) and a dilution refrigerator insert (70 mK < T (

1.6 K). The determination of the magnetic phase diagram of Ce La B
* S 0 . 7 3 0 . 2 5 6

was mainly accomplished using the spectrometer DN3, equipped with the lif-

ting counting arm. The investigation of phase II for both crystals has been

performed on the triple-axis spectrometer DN1, in the elastic mode, which

has a very low background, as needed to enable the detection of the magne-

tic signal in this phase. Both spectrometers are at the reactor Siloe of

the CEN Grenoble.
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Fig. 6. 7 Rocking curves of several magnetic reflections in phase II for

CeB . The investigated part of the reciprocal lattice is given
6

in the insert. Full and open rectangles represent measured nuc-

lear and magnetic reflections, respectively. The values for the

magnetic intensity values, in arbitrary units, are given herein.

6.3.2 Results

6.3.2.a Neutron scattering study of phase II

The determination of the direction of the induced antiferromagnetic moment

in phase II was carried out on pure CeB , in a high magnetic field (79 kOe)

and at low temperature (1.36 K) in order to have the largest magnetic inten-

sity. Special care has been taken to get a very low background and to avoid

any X/2 contamination, which are necessary conditions in order to detect

the very weak magnetic signal. Typical rocking curves are shown in fig.
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6.7. Even with a very good filtering (5x10'"), an important contribution

was observed from strong nuclear Bragg peaks, explaining the large contami-

nation for Q = [1/2,1/2,1/2] compared with Q = [3/2,3/2,1/2]. The most re-

markable feature of this experiment is the absence of any detectable magne-

tic signal for Q = [1/2,1/2,3/2] and Q = [1/2,1/2,5/2], The measured magne-

tic intensities are given in the insert of fig. 6.7. The anisotropy of the

magnetic intensities within the scattering plane demonstrates that the anti-

ferromagnetic component is not induced along the applied field (H^|110[).

As the magnetic intensity decreases for scattering vectors moving from

[110] to [001], the induced antiferromagnetic component must be along the

|001| direction. Unfortunately, the absolute value of the antiferromagnetic

component cannot be deduced from this measurement, because of the weakness

of the signal, the large absorption and the large extinction effects on the

nuclear Bragg peaks.

6.3.2.b Magnetic phase diagram of Ce La. B.
0.7D 0 • X D fi

Recent magnetization [10] and specific heat [19] measurements on Ce^ x^x^b

solid solutions show that the La dilution strongly depresses T̂  and To. The

concentration x = 0.25 appears to be quite interesting to be investigated

by neutron scattering experiments, because T and TN seem to coincide at T

OL 1.6 K. This low value requires the experiment to be performed in the cryo-

magnet equipped with the 3He-4He dilution refrigerator insert. Scans along

symmetry directions of the reciprocal space performed at T = 150 mK in zero

magnetic field give evidence for magnetic superlattice peaks, corresponding

to wavevectors, k ^ <l/4,l/4,0>, k|= <l/4,l/4,l/2>, k*2= <l/4,-l/4,0> and

" * • " * " * .

k2= <l/4,-l/4,l/2> , as in pure CeB&. Actually, the wavevectors ki and k̂
-+ -»f

and k2 and kz are equivalent, because an AFQ ordering with wavevector
-»

k = <l/2,l/2,l/2> has been observed in our experiment in an applied magne-

tic field, similar to the case of pure CeB . Associated with the four wave-

vectors there are twelve Fourier components (mfc). For each of them we fol-

lowed their magnetic intensity as a function of the magnetic field. As in

CeB6 this measurement establishes without any ambiguity that the commensu-

-»
rate magnetic structure is of the double-k type, i.e. built up from two Fou-

-> -»
rier components: kt= <l/4,l/4,0> and k2= <l/4,-l/4,0>. In cubic symmetry.
this non-collinear planar structure gives rise to three domains. A magnetic
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6.8 Magnetic phase diagram of Ceg 2S
B
6 obtained for a magne-

tic field applied along /HOf. Triangles are from Sato e.a.

[10,19]. The hatched lines indicate domain moving only.

field of 8 kOe is sufficient to suppress the [1/4,+1/4,0] domain. A small

misalignment of the crystal axis 11101 with respect to the magnetic field

direction results in a single domain state (k 1 2= <0,±l/4,l/4>) above H =

18 kOe (see fig. 6.8).

At low temperatures the magnetic field required to break the dipolar magne-

tic ordering is larger than in pure CeB6 (H = 26 kOe instead of H = 17 kOe
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for this field direction). The transition is of second ordsr and occurs

without any decoupling of the two Fourier components. The complete magnetic

phase diagram is given in fig. 6.8. The obtained borderline between the pa-

ramagnetic and the AFQ states agrees well with magnetization results [10].

The extrapolation of this line to zero field confirms that Te i TN for H =

0.

6.3.3 Discussion

In CeB for H^|110|, the induced antiferromagnetic component in the AFQ

phase (II) has been found to be perpendicular to the applied magnetic field

and parallel to |001|. In a Landau theory of phase transitions the quadru-

pol'̂ r order parameter in cubic symmetry belongs to the representation F or

f5 [21]. Among the five possible quadrupolar components 0°, 0* (P3) and 0^

, 0 , 0 (T ) only an ordering involving either 0 or 0 can account
y z ' zx 3 yz zi

for the |001J direction of the induced antiferromagnetic component (see

fig. 6.9). This conclusion is also supported by the study of the magnetic
-> —

phase diagram of Ce La B for H^|110|. In phase III we have shown

that a single domain state can be reached at high field (18 kOe < H < 26
-t

kOe). The magnetic structure remains always of the double-k type, with mo-

ments within the yz plane reflecting an AFQ ordering with the quadrupolar

component, 0 . Since the transition between phase III and II is of second

order, we can deduce that in phase II the AFQ ordering corresponds also to

the component 0
yz

The same quadrupolar and dipolar magnetic orderings have been found in CeB
6

and CeQ 7Sl>*0 25B6- The only differences between these two phase diagrams

are the smaller T value compared with TN (T ^ T ) and a higher critical

magnetic field (phase III and phase II) in the diluted compound as compared

with pure CeB6. This result indicates that quadrupolar interactions are mo-

re affected by dilution than are dipolar interactions.

An interesting study would be a neutron scattering experiments on

Ce_ La_ B in which phase II does no longer exist in zero field. Perhaps
0,6 0<4 D

the magnetic structures will change, especially near TN, where the AFQ or-
• * " * .

dering would no longer impose the k-k structure. Furthermore a determina-

tion of the induced antiferromagnetic moment in phase J.X with an applied

magnetic field along another crystallographic direction would also be of

great interest.
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A B

Fig. 6.9 Schematic drawing of the five possible antiferroquadrupolar mo-

ments and the induced magnetic moments by the applied magnetic

field. Only 0zx and 0 give rise to an induced antiferroaagne-

tic moment along the 1001/ direction. One can see this by decom-

posing the induced magnetic moment in a ferromagnetic component

along the field (only visible in polarized neutron scattering

experiments, because of the nuclear Bragg peaks) and an antifer-

romagnetic component perpendicular to the field, which is actual-

ly observed in our experiments.
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§ 6.4 Inelastic neutron scattering experiments on NdB and CeB,
6 a

6.4.1 Introduction

Compared with e.g. CeB , NdB is a "simple" magnetic compound, which orders
b b

at T ~ 8.6 K [2,22,23J. Elastic neutron scattering experiments on powders

[2] have revealed that the magnetic structure consists of an antiferromag-

netic doubling along the |001| direction, yielding a waveveetor

k = <0,0,l/2> . The ordered magnetic moment at T = 4.2 K amounts to 1.74 |AB
[2]. The CEF level scheme has been determined by inelastic neutron scatte-

ring [24] and Raman spectroscopy [25] experiments. These experiments have

established that the ground state is a P<2)-level, well separated from the
B

r(1> - (135 K) and T -levels (278 K). The fits of the observed CEF transi-
B 6

tions give the Lea-Leask-Wolf parameters for a cubic CEF scheme: x = -0.82

and W = -3.85 K. No Kondo effect has been reported and only a suggestion

[25,26] was made that quadrupolar interactions occur, based on fits of

magneto-elastic constants. Because of the difficulty to detect magnetic ex-

citations in CeB [3] and of the complex interaction mechanisms in CeB , we
6 6

have started to study NdB , which forms a much simpler system. This also
6

permits a comparison between the two isostructural compounds.
6.4.2 Experimental

6.4.2.a NdB,

In order to diminish the absorption by 10B as much as possible (even when

enriched up to 98% in llB) and to obtain a large magnetic intensity, a roul-

ticrystal assembly has been made with 5 lamella (thickness ~lmm). They were

oriented within 1.5". The assembly was put in the 60 kOe cryomagnet provi-

ding temperatures from 1.5 K up to room temperature, with the |110| direc-

tion parallel to the vertical magnetic field direction.The crystal assembly

can be turned around the horizontal [110| crystallographic direction by

90', without warming up the crystal. The inelastic neutron scattering

experiments have been performed on the high flux triple-axis spectrometer

IN8 installed at the high flux reactor of the ILL. A monochromatic beam
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with k = 2.66 A ' was used.

6.4.2.b CeBg

For CeB the same procedure as for NdB has been followed. Again, a multi-

crystal assembly was made with 6 lamella (thickness 0.8 mm}, giving a sur-

face of 4x4 cm2, oriented within 2-3". The same cryomagnet has been used.

Here the inelastic neutron scattering experiments have been performed on

the triple-axis spectrometer IW12, installed on a cold neutron beam at the

high flux reactor of th ILL. A monochromatic beam with k = 1.25 A"1 has

been used because the magnetic excitations are expected to lie in the very

low energy range (smaller than 1 meV) due to a lower ordering temperature

(3.2 K instead of 8.6 K).

3 0 0 -

200
E
O
CM

I/I

100

c
o

2 200

100

Single-domain

Q=[0,0,0.8]
* T=4K -

H=0

Multi-domain

Energy(meV)

Fig. 6.10 Energy scans at Q = [0,0,0.8] in NdBg in a single-domain state
and in a multi-domain state, clearly showing the magnetic cha-
racter of the observed excitation
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6.4.3 Results

6.4.3.a NdB§

We have measured the magnetic excitations within the T ^ 1 ground state le-

vel in the ordered phase a' T = 1.2 K, in order to determine the dispersion

curves along the main symmetry directions of the simple cubic Brillouin Zo-

t 2 3 0 1 2 3
Energy (meV)

-»
Fig. 6.11 Typical energy scans for NdB for q along the 10011 direction.

ne. This gives direct insight in the magnetic interaction mechanisms in

this compound. A magnetic field was applied along the |110| direction and

switched off afterwards in order to produce a crystal in a single-domain

state, with the antiferroaagnetically ordered moments along the |001| direc-

tion. Fig. 6.10 shows the difference between a measured magnon in a multi-

domain and in a single-domain state. The crystal assembly could be rotated

around the |110| horizontal direction by 90' without warming up, hence kee-

ping it in this single-domain state. This allowed us to measure the disper-

sion curves along the five main symmetry directions of the cubic crystal,

i.e. the |001|, |010|, |110|, |011| and the |111| direction. Typical energy
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scans at T = 1.2 K for scattering vectors Q along these five directions are

200-

Q=[0.15,0.15,0.85]
T=1.2K H = 0

2 3 1 2 3
Energy (meV)

Fig. 6.12 Measured aagnons in HdBf for q along the fill I, 10111, 111O\

and \Q10\ direction going from the upper part of the figure to

the lower part.
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[OOq]
0.4 0.5

Fig. 6.13 Dispersion curves in NdBf along [OqO] and [OOqJ direction.

Drawn line is a fit to eq. (6.4).

given in figs. 6.11 and 6.12. A counting time of 10 minutes was typical for

most of the energy scans. The magnons are well separated from the incohe-

rent nuclear scattering, centered at zero energy and all lie in the 1-2 meV

range. No excitations at higher energies (up to 4.5 meV) have been detec-

ted. The measured magnons give rise to the dispersion curves along the five

main directions as reported in figs. 6.13 and 6.14. No evidence has been

found for the existence of more than one dispersion curve in each direc-

tion. The observed difference between the dispersion curves along |001| and

|010| on the one hand and along |110| and |011| on the other, clearly shows

that the crystal is truly in a single-domain state. The dispersion is rela-

tively large in all five directions, and lies in the energy range from 1

meV up to 2 meV.
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0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
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Fig. 6.14 Hagnon dispersion curves in NdBf along the [qqO], [Oqq] and
direction. The dr&irn line is a fit to eq. (6.4).
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6.4.3.b CeBg

In order to measure the magnetic excitations within the Fg ground state le-

vel in CeB we have worked at a temperature T = 2.3 K and in a magnetic

field of 40 kOe applied along the |001| direction. This was done in order

150

4

c

S
c
o
3

50

CeB,
1

T=2.3K
mi [001]

• H=40kOe
oH=0

Q=[0.9,0.9.0]

0.5 1
Energy (meV)

Fig. 6.15 Energy scans in CeB at Q = [0.9,0.9,0] and for T = 2.3 K with-

out and with an applied magnetic field (open and full circles,

respectively), showing the magnetic character of the observed

excitation. In zero field the excitation clearly vanishes.

to create a simple magnetically ordered state which facilitates the inter-

pretation. Otherwise the complex double-k structure at very low tem-

perature (T < 2.1 K) would involve complicated calculations. At T = 2.3 K

in a magnetic field one only deals with the antiferroquadrupolar ordering
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Fig. 6.16 Typical energy scan in CeBs for q along the [100] direction.

(the F quartet is split into two doublets) and the Zeeman splitting of the
8

levels due to the magnetic field. In fig. 6.15 we have reported in the same

figure energy scans at Q = [0.9,0.9,0] in zero magnetic field and in a mag-

netic field of 40 kOe. The observed excitation disappears in zero field,

clearly showing its magnetic character. In fig. 6.16-6.18 we have given ty-

pical energy scans along the 11001 and |110| directions. The long counting

times (1 hour per point) indicate the difficulty, even with such a large

surface, to observe the excitations inside the V ground state level. The
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Fig. 6.17 Typical energy scan in CeBf for q along the [100] direction.

energy of the observed magnons are in the energy range below 1 meV. Due to

the energy of the incoming neutrons, no excitations with energies larger

than 1.5 meV could be searched. The obtained dispersion curves along the

|100| and |110| direction are reported in fig. 6.19 and 6.20. Quite remar-

kable, we observe a large, nearly linear, dispersion along the |100| direc-

tion from almost zero energy at the Brillouin zone center up to 1.2 meV at
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Fig. 6.18 Typical energy scan in CeB6 for q along the \110\ direction.

the zone boundary. Along the |110| direction a linear dispersion is obser-

ved for small q-vectors, which changes into a flat dispersion from q = 0.2

to the zone boundary. Clearly the comparison between the phonon dispersion

curves (fig. 6.2) and the present dispersion curves ensures the magnetic

character of the latter.
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Fig. 6.19 Magnon dispersion curve in CeB6 along the fqqQf direction in

phase II.
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Fig. 6.20 Magnon dispersion curve of CeB6 along the \q00\ direction in

phase II.

€.4.4 Discussion

First we shall examine the dispersion curves determined for NdBg. Assuming

an isotropic exchange interaction and no quadrupolar interactions, the mean

field (MF) hamiltonian in this case is given by:

h(i) - 2 2'.. "> J"
i j

(6.3)

where h(i) is the CEF hamiltonian, the summations are running over sites

i,j and the ordered components a (x,y,z or +,-,z) of the magnetic moments.

Below T in the single-domain state <J"> is taken along the z-axis. Then,
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the eigenstates of Jj^ are those of the CEF hamiltonian. The molecular

field 2 I <JZ) introduces only diagonal matrix elements and will not

NdB. T << Tu

(0.7)

(4.1)

I » > .11 | 9/1 > - .11 | 1/1 > • .SI | 7/2 >

I B ) .S3 | 5/2 > - .IS | 3/3 >

I D ) .S3 | 5/2 ) - .it | 3/2 >

! • > .If | 9/3 > - ••» I 1/3 > • M | 7/2 >

Fig. 6.21 The F12' level scheme in the ordered state of NdB with the
8 6

Lea-Leask-Wolf eigenstates. The transition probabilities are

given between parentheses.

affect the eigenstates in contrast to quadrupolar interactions, which would

have non-diagonal elements. Using the Lea-Leask-Wolf parameters determined

by the inelastic neutron scattering experiments [24,25], the level scheme

of the ground state quartet below TN is given in fig. 6.21. At T = 1.2 K

only the fondamental level is populated and one can observe only transverse

excitations. The matrix elements giving the transition probabilities be-

tween these levels, are given between parentheses. Since the observed in-

tensity is proportional to the square of the transition probabilities (eq.

(5.19) in chapter 5) only the transition <P|J*|a> will be observed, because

of the ratio (32:1) of the square of the two transition probabilities. In-

deed this supports the experimental evidence for only one single observed

transition. In this simple case of a single magnetic excitation of energy

A = oo - w , from the ground state to an excited state and for a single
p <X

Bravais lattice one can write the dispersion relation for a transverse mag-
->

netic excitation of wavevector q and energy w as [3]:
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- Mz (A - K2 II (6.4)

-t ->

where k is the wavevector of the static magnetic structure (k = <0,0,l/2>
in WdB ) and M = <;.|J*|<x>, the matrix element connecting the ground state

6

with the higher level [27].

/

> . ////

v'
/

....

Fig. 6.22 Exchange interactions between first, second and third nearest

neighbours, I , I_ and I , respectively.

The Fourier transform of the isotropic exchange up to the third nearest

neighbours is given by (body centered cubic NdB (see fig. 6.22)):
6

I(q) = 2 I (cos2Hqx +cos2ttq + cos2itq ) + 4

cos2nq cos2Uq + cos2nq cos2Uq

8 I cos2nq cos2itq cos2Uq (6.5)

A first estimate of the parameters of eqs. (6.4) and (6.5) can be obtained

by comparing at symmetry points in the Brillouin Zone (e.g. at q =

[1/4,0,0], [1/4,1/4,0], [1/4,1/4,1/4] etc., where the cosine terms in (6.5)

vanish) the theoretical value with the experimental one. With these star-

ting values, fits of the dispersion curves in the five main directions, re-

sulted in the following parameters:
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= 16 + 1 K
= -1.28 + 0

= -1.04 + 0.09 K

M2Ii = -1.28 + 0.09 K

M 2I 3 = -0.81 + 0.07 K

which are represented in fig. 6.13 and 6.14 by the drawn lines. The experi-

mentally determined dispersion curves are relatively well reproduced by

0.5

- 0 . 5 -

- 1 -

-1.5 -

- 2

N d B 6 1

t /

/ / /

s*i'/ /
/ / /

~ / / /

i i

[00<|J

\

[qq'oi"

I

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
q (rlu)

Fiff. 6.23 The exchange interaction I(q) as a function of q in three diffe-

rent directions. An absolute maximua is obtained for

J = [0,0,1/2], corresponding to the rarevector of the magnetic

structure.

-»
these f i t s . In fig. 6.15 we have reported the exchange interaction I(q) as
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a function of q. The energy of the magnetic structure is given by the rela-

tion:

E(it) = - I(k) <J >2 (6.6)

Since the exchange interaction is maximum at q = <0,0,l/2>, indeed we find

an energy minimum for this wavevector, corresponding to the wavevector of

the magnetically ordered structure. The ordering temperature is given by

[27]:

-. »
in which I(X) is given by:

- I(k) S(S + 1) (6.7)
3

I(Jc) = (2/3 <J >) 2 I(k) (6.8)

which leads with the above determined parameters to T^ ~ 4 X taking into

account thev effective spin, S = 3/2 for the ground quartet level. This

does not agree with the experimentally determined transition temperature

T, = 8.6 K . So an isotropic exchange interaction explains relatively well

the observed dispersion curves but is inconsistent with the observed orde-

ring temperature. This might be an indication that quadrupolar interations

are also important in NdB6, as has been pointed out before [25,26] or that

the exchange interaction should be extended up to fourth and perhaps even

fifth nearest neighbours.

For CeB things become even more complicated. In phase II the ground state
6

quartet splits into two doublets. In a magnetic field these doublets will

also be split by the Zeeman effect. Ve expected that the observed magnetic

excitations were between these two doublets which implies that they have to

persist also in zero magnetic field, confirming directly the AFQ ordering.

Actually this is not the case. Perhaps this splitting is larger, roughly in

the energy range of 2-3 meV, which was not possible to explore on INI2,

due to the limitation in energy. Without these additional measurements an
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interpretation is difficult, especially when one considers that in princip-

le three excitations can be observed, since all the transition probabili-

ties are of the same order of magnitude. A definitive interpretation is

thus impossible yet, but a positive point is that for the first time magne-

tic excitations within the P ground state level have been observed. From a

comparison of the dispersion curves in NdB and CeB one clearly sees that

the interaction mechanisms must be very different. Both the dispersion and

the energy scales are drastically changed from one compound to the other.

Moreover inelastic neutron scattering experiments have to be undertaken to

obtain more insight in the exchange mechanism in CeB^. A better analysis of

the dispersion curves of NdB is also needed to clarify the possible contri-
6

butions of quadrupolar interactions or anisotropic exchange interactions.
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CHAPTER 7 MAGKETIC EXCITATIONS IN THE HEAVY FERHION COMPOUND

S 7.1 Introduction

CeCu is one of the most extinsively studied heavy fermion compounds during

last years. Its heavy ferinion (HF) character is well illustrated by the

enormously large r value in the specific heat of about 1500 roJ/mol Kz

[1-4J. The 4f magnetic moments of the Ce atoms behave individually in the

relatively high temperature region from 50 K and the log T dependence of

the resistivity, typical for a Kondo behaviour, occurs at temperatures hig-

her than room temperature [5]. The T2 dependence of the resistivity, which

is characteristic for a Fermi liquid system, is only observed below T -••

0.15 K [5]. Susceptibility measurements on a single crystal have revealed

the highly anisotropic magnetic properties of CeCufc, reflecting the ortho-

rhombic crystalline field [6]. The c axis is the easy axis and along this

axis the susceptibility x obeys closely a Curie-Weiss law between 1.5 K and

300 K. The effective magnetic moment amounts to 2.58 n and the Curie-Weiss

temperature 8 2; -15 K. When analyzed in terms of the crystalline electric

field (CEF) theory, the fit of the susceptibility yields splittings between

the ground doublet and the first, A , and the second, &z, higher doublets

to amount to 107 K and 241 K, respectively [6]. The Schottky anomaly in the

specific heat gives a value for A that is of the same order of magnitude,

viz. 65 K [2]. Inelastic neutron scattering experiments on a polycrystal-

line sample, however, have not shown clear CEF excitation peaks, but only a

broad hump around 5.5 meV [7], which is interpreted as a CEF excitation,

probably smeared out by hybridization effects. In the same experiment, the

quasi-elastic linewidth, f, has beer, measured as a function of temperature.

A T 1 / z behaviour was observed above T 2 5 K. Below this temperature, a

residual linewidth of 0.5 meV remains, from which a Kondo temperature, T R,

of about 4.6 K has been determined. CeCu does not order magnetically, and
S

neither exhibits superconductivity down to 40 mK [1-7]. The heavy fermion

ground state is reached at T* ~ 0.2 K as determined by NHR experiments [Sj.

Below 0.2 K the Cu nuclear spin lattice relaxation time, T , obeys the Kor-

ringa law, 1/T "?i = Cst, which in general indicates that the system has rea-

ched the HF groundstate [9,10].
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These results inspired us to perform inelastic neutron scattering experi-

ments on large single crystals of CeCu . A very high energy resolution (bet-

ter than 0.1 meV) was necessary because of the order of magnitude of the

energy scales ( T and T'). In a first experiment, which has been reported

briefly earlier [II], we have looked for magnetic excitations in the HF

groundstate in order to determine their nature and the possible existence

of magnetic correlations.

The ain of the second experiment was to investigate the wavevector and tem-

perature dependence of the magnetic excitations. Here we will describe both

experiments and discuss the results in the light of existing theories. A

comparison will be made with the recent results obtained in Brookhaven

(USA) but with an energy resolution about three times less than ours (0.3

meV) (.12J.

a •
(c)

Fig. 7.1 View of the nuclear lattice unit cell containing 4 cerium and 24

copper atoms.

S 7.2 Experimental

CeCu crystallizes in an orthorhoinbic structure, space group Pnxa, with lat-

tice parameters, a = 8.11 A, b = 5.10 A and c = 10.16 A [13]. The latti-
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ce unit cell is depicted in fig. 7.1 and contains 4 Ce and 24 Cu atoms.

The orthorhombic unit cell transforms into a monoclinic one at T = 230 K

[14]. This transition causes only a slight monoclinic deformation with 3 =

91.44" and minor shifts of the atomic positions. Large single crystals of

CeCu have been grown by the Czochralski method. A crystal of cylindrical
6

shape, 30 mm in height, 12 mm in diameter was oriented with the monoclinic

a axis vertical, i.e. with the b* and c* axes within the scattering plane

(a = 5.08 A, b = 10.13 A, c = 8.07 A and (J = 91.44* [14]). In fig. 7.2
O O O

we show the reciprocal lattice space in which the dashed lines represent

the [010] and [001] Brillouin zones. We mainly worked within these two zo-

nes. Since CeCu6 has a rather low T* value (~ 0.2 K), the crystal was moun-

ted in a 3He -4He dilution refrigerator, providing temperatures from 4.2 K

down to 0.020 K.

[022]

n [o-U S)2H

[010] [020]

Fig. 7.2 Representation of (100) plane with the [001] and [010] Bril-

louin zones.

In order to achieve the best possible energy resolution, the inelastic neu-

tron scattering experiments were performed on triple-axis spectrometers in-

stalled on cold neutron beans. We have used the spectrometer 4Fi installed

in the reactor Orphee of the CEN-Saclay. Here a monochromatic beam with

k = 1.25 A"1 was used giving an energy resolution of about 0.1 meV. On
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IN12 installed at the high flux reactor of the ILL we have used two wave-

lengths for the incoming neutrons, k. = 1.25 A"1 and k. = 1.13 A"1 giving

energy resolutions of 0.1 meV and 0.05 meV, respectively.

§ 7.3 Results

The search for magnetic excitations was performed on iF^^ at T = 0.10 K. Ty-

pical energy scans are presented in fig. 7.3. Ho magnetic signal has been

observed for a scattering vector along the b* direction, indicating that

magnetic fluctuations are confined along the b axis (orthorhombic c axis).

Thus the ground state doublet of CeCu has an Ising-like anisotropy at low
6

temperatures, in agreement with susceptibility and magnetization experi-

ments [6,15]. At T = 0.10 K, for Q = [0,0,0.9], a magnetic contribution can

be easily seperated from the incoherent nuclear scattering, because of the

good energy resolution. The magnetic contribution is maximum at an energy

fiw a 0.25 meV and extends up to about 0.9 meV. For higher temperatures

this pronounced maximum disappears, resulting in a symmetrical shape.

At T = 0.10 K, the q dependence of the observed maximum has been studied

along the [OOq] and [OqO] directions within the [001] Brillouin zone, as in-

dicated by the thick drawn line in fig. 7.2. Typical scans given in fig.

7.4 show that a dispersion of the energy maximum can hardly be defined

within the experimental accuracy. We shall come back to this point when dis-

cussing the experiment on IN12, where this was studied more carefully.

However, a modulation of the intensity is observed. The q dependence of the

magnetic intensity at 1iw = 0.25 meV, measured along the [001] direction,

and given in fig. 7.5, shows that magnetic correlations exist in the low

temperature Fermi liquid regime, with a correlation length of about 3-4 A.

To understand these magnetic correlations, we must keep in mind that the

crystallographic unit cell (given in the insert of fig. 7.5) contains four

Ce atoms, which are located within two (001) planes and are separated by a

distance c/2. As the intensity is larger at the [001] than at the [002]

Brillouin zone centre, we can deduce that the coupling between the two ad-

jacent planes (atoms (1,2) and (3,4)) is antiferromagnetic and correlations

correspond to only one interplanar distance. The fact that the intensity
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200

150

SO
-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0

Energy (meV)

Fig. 7.3 Energy scans for CeCu performed at various temperatures. The

differences in error bars in the scans are due to different coun-

ting times. The cross-hatched circles, give the pure magnetic

contribution after substraction of the incoherent nuclear scat-

tering. At T = 0.1 K and Q = [0,0,0.9] curves I and II represent

the best fits to eq. (7.1) and (7.2). Curve III is explained in

the text.
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7.4 Energy scans at T = 0.1 K for several scattering vectors within

the [001] Brillouin zone, shoving the absence of energy disper-

sion. Drawn lines are guide to the eye.
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( f = [OOl]
tied = 0.25 meV
T = 0.1K

j

Fig. 7.5 The variation of the intensity at fa = 0.25 meV as a function of

the frave vector q along the [001] direction at T = 0.1 K. In

the insert a schematic projection of the CeCu structure on the

(b, c) plane is given, in which only the Ce atoms are shorn.

is maximum at Q = [0,0,1] (q = 0), when the wavevector q moves both along

the [010] and [001] directions, implies that the static susceptibility x(q)

is maximum at q = 0.

The analysis of the scattered magnetic intensity at Q = [0,0,0.9] for a con-
stant kt mode, was first performed assuming, as usual, a simple Lorentzian
shape, originating from a model of relaxational spin dynamics (see chapter
5) for the dynamical susceptibility. The expression for the intensity, I,
becomes:
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-> ->
cot 6 f2(Q) x(q)

1 -
1 + -

(7.1)

in which 8 is the Bragg angle of the analyzer, and the other symbols have

their usual meaning. A quasi-elastic contribution with Lorentzian shape re-

produces quite well the data at T = 7 K (with V = 0.29 meV) and at T = 0.70

K (with r = 0.25 meV), but not those at T = 0.10 K. For the latter tempera-

ture, the calculation with V = 0.25 meV represents the best possible fit

(curve I). To improve the quality of the fit at T = 0.10 K, we considered

an inelastic peak centered at oo = w with a simple Lorentzian profile:

-» -> -» 1
I(Q,«) = kj cot 9 f2(Q) x(q)1 -

1 +

W - 'JO . 2

1 +

111 + CO . 2

(7.2)

This scattering function reproduces quite well the experimental data (curve

II) with parameters, V = 0.19 meV and w = 0.25 meV. We have also tried to

fit the scattering function calculated for the single-iopurity model

[10,16]. The explicit formula given by Kuramotc e.a. [10] (formula 5.26 in

chapter 5) for the dynamical susceptibility has been used. The best fit

(curve III) is obtained for « = 0.25 meV (~ T ) with n = 2 for a doublet

ground state and the occupation of the 4f electron site nf ~ 1. Unfortuna-

tely this function cannot reproduce the experimental data, unless n (the

degeneracy of the 4f ground state) is also taken as a fitting parameter.

When taking realistic parameters as above the function resembles closely a

quasi-elastic Lorentzian.

On IN12 the crystal was put in a dilution refrigerator with a larger coo-

ling power allowing to cool down the CeCus crystal to 0.025 K. Typical ener-
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gy scans at Q = [0,0.9,0] and Q = [0,0,0.9] are depicted in fig. 1.6.

300
res CeCue

0=10,0.9,0]

T = 0.025 K

- + - * f
I 1 1 1 I I I »

Q =[0,0,0.9] L

Background
i i i i I i

0.5 0.0 0.5
Energy (meV)

1.0

Fig. 7.6 Typical energy scans at Q = [0,0.9,0] and Q = [0,0,0.9] for T =
0.025 K. The dashed and drawn lines are fits to eq. (7.1) and
(7.2) respectively.
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At Q = [0,0.9,0] only the incoherent nuclear scattering is a.jain observed,

which has the usual Gaussian profile, in agreement with the experimental

results on 4F . This purely nuclear incoherent scattering will serve as a

reference for separating the magnetic contribution from the incoherent nuc-

lear contribution in the other Q scans. At Q = [0,0,0.9] for T = 0.025 K

(lower part of fig. 7.6) we have recorded the energy spectrum for two dif-

ferent wavelengths of the incoming neutrons ( k = 1.25 A"1 and

k = 1.13 A"1 ), in order to look more carefully to the low energy (<0.2

meV) magnetic scattering. The difference between an analysis with a quasi-

elastic Lorentzian (eq. 7.1) and an inelastic Lorentzian (eq. 7.2) is not

determined by the tail of the scattering, but by the intensity near zero-

energy. We have depicted in the same figure the purely magnetic scattering

as measured with both wavelengths, after renormalization of the

k = 1.13 A"1 on the k = 1.25 A"1 spectrum, which are consistent within

the experimental accuracy. Again the energy spectrum is peaked at

too 2 0.25 meV and the scattering extends up to about 1 meV. For higher tem-
o

peratures, T = 0.30 K and T = 0.60 K, the energy spectrum has only been mea-

sured with incoming neutrons of kt = 1.25 A"
1, as shown in fig. 7.7. The

magnetic intensity can easily be separated from the incoherent nuclear one

by substracting point by point the intensity as measured in the

Q = [0,0.9,0] scan. This is possible because the intensity of the maxima

at tlw = 0 and the tails on the energy gain side of the neutron are the same

in the four scans. This results in energy spectra at T = 0.300 K and 0.600

K which are almost alike the spectrum at T = 0.025 K with slight differen-

ces in intensity. The analysis was again performed with equations 7.1 and

7.2 as described above. These fits with the quasi-elastic Lorentzian (eq.

7.1) are indicated by the dashed lines, while those with the inelastic Lo-

rentzian (eq. 7.2) are indicated by the fully drawn lines in fig. 7.6 and

fig. 7.7. The most remarkable feature of these fittings is that again not

only an inelastic Lorentzian peak shape represents the best fit at quite

low temperatures (T=0.025 K < T*), but also at T = 0.30 K and 0.60 K.These

fits are in better agreement with the experimental data than the fit assu-

ming a quasi-elastic Lorentzian peak shape. In table I we summarize the pa-

rameters obtained by these fits for both experiments.
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Fig. 7.7 Energy scans at Q = [0,0,0.9] for different temperatures (T =

0.025, 0.3 and 0.6 K). The dashed and solid lines are fits to

eq. (7.1) and (7.2) respectively.
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Table I Fitting parameters P
" v q

and f and w for the
inelastic o

P
quasi-elastic

i

energy spectra recorded at Q = [0,0,0.9] for different temperatu-

res and spectrometers. The experimental accuracy, given in paren-

theses, represents the error in the last digit.

Spectrometer

4F,

4F

4F[

INI 2

IN12

IN12

T(K) n

0.100

0.700

7.0

0.025

0.300

0.600

r
qu

a s 1-e 1 i

0.25

0.25

0.29

0.25

0.25

0.25

,, (meV)
9 t 1 C

(2)

(2)

(3)

(2)

(2)

(2)

0

0

0

0

l a s t

.19

-

-

.22

.23

.17

ic(meV)

(3)

(2)

(2)

(3)

w (meV)
0

0.25 (3)

-

-

0.19 (2)

0.23 (2)

0.25 (2)

We first note that both experiments give consistent results within the ex-

perimental accuracy, the halfwidth, V, of the Lorentzian keeps a constant

value of about 0.2 meV when increasing the temperature.

The q-dependence of these magnetic excitations has been investigated more

carefully on IN12. In fig. 7.8 we have depicted energy scans recorded for
-•

several scattering vectors Q and measured with incoming neutrons of wave
length k[ = 1.25 A"

1. The purely magnetic contributions have again been ob-

tained by using the nonmagnetic reference scan at Q = [0,0.9,0]. All scans

have more or less the same profile, i.e. they are peaked at about

tiw ~ 0.25 meV and extend up to about 1 meV, indicating a weak dispersion.

The intensity, however, is considerably less than at Q = [0,0,0.9], as we

have noted before already. The analysis of these scans was also performed

under the assumption of both a quasi-elastic and inelastic Lorentzian peak

profile, eqs. (7.1) and (7.2) respectively. No distinction, however, can be

made between a quasi-elastic and a slightly shifted (tiw ~ 0.17 meV) Loren-
o

tzian peak, because of the weaker intensity and thus the poorer statistics.

In fig. 7.8 we have therefore represented, for clarity, only fits according

to a quasi-elastic Lorentzian profile (the fully drawn lines), which are in

good agreement with the experimental data. From these fits two parameters
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Fig. 7.8 Energy scans at T - 0.025 K recorded for several scattering vec-

tors ff. Hardly any dispersion can be observed.
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can be derived besides a possible dispersion (to (q)), the half width P(q)
o

and the static susceptibility x(q), which are represented in fig. 7.9. The

full circles are the measured points, while the open circles are deduced

from the full points on basis of the symmetry around the [001] Brillouin

center. P(q) has a weak q-dependence with a minimum at the zone center

[001] of about 0.25 meV and a maximum of about 0.37 meV at the even [000]

and [002J zone centers. x(q) is maximum at Q = [001] and minimum at

Q = [002] , indicating the antiferroroagnetic character of the correlations.

This result was already obtained by measuring, at an energy transfer of ftw

i 0.25 meV, the q-dependence of the intensity (see fig. 7.5). Our results

are in general agreement with those obtained by Aeppli e.a. [12]. However,

because of the better experimental accuracy, we have obtained a less pro-

nounced q-dependence of both V and /.. The product <(q) .P(q) remains rough-

ly constant over the entire Brillouin zone. This has been illustrated in

the lower part of fig. 7.9 where the full circles are deduced from our

experiment and the triangles from Aeppli e.a. [12], which clearly shows the

agreement between the two experiments.

In conclusion, we have established by these experiments that at very low

temperatures (0.020 K and 0.100 K) the energy spectrum of CeCu is inelas-
6

tic and this persists up to temperatures much higher than T* (T^l K) in

agreement with our findings on CeRu2Si._ (next chapter). Moreover, antifer-

romagnetic correlations which develop at low temperatures, remain limited
-» -» -•

between nearest neighbours in the HF regime. The q-dependence T(q) and x(q)
-» -»

has been determined and we also have found that the product T(q).x(q) re-

mains roughly constant throughout the entire Brillouin zone.

S 7.4 Ditcusiion

Our high resolution, inelastic neutron scattering experiments have revea-

led various properties of the HF compound CeCu . The demonstrated inelasti-
6

city of the energy spectra has been predicted by various theoretical works

[10,16-19]. As described above, single impurity models [10,16] cannot ac-

count for the observed energy spectra, demonstrating that lattice effects

are probably important. Various lattice models [16-19], however, give evi-
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Fig. 7.9 q dependence of the halfvidth of the Lorentzian, F, the static

susceptibility, x and their product, x.P. Full circles represent

the measured points, while open circles represent the points de-

duced, on basis of symmetry. The triangles are deduced from re-

sults obtained by Aeppli e.a. [12] and show the agreement be-

tween both experiments.

dence for inelastic energy spectra, but they generally predict two inelas-

tic peaks for which no evidence has been found in our experiment. Moreover
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a strong dispersion of the inelastic peaks has been predicted [17], which

is shown to be nearly absent in CeCu by the study performed on IN12.
b

Magnetic correlations exist in the HF groundstate and at higher temperatu-

res (T = 0.4 K > T* = 0.2 K [12J). Also the inelasticity persists at higher

temperatures, at least up to T = 0.6 K, which might indicate that these two

properties are related. We conclude therefore that the theoretical models

should include the magnetic correlations, which are found to develop alrea-

dy at temperatures appreciably higher than T* (this study and the study on

CeRu2Si;i, next chapter).

Shiba L20J has performed calculations for a lattice of impurities using the

Variational Monte Carlo method, taking into account magnetic intersite cor-

relations. He found that magnetic correlations exist in the HF groundstate

and their character {antiferromagnetic,. incommensurate, etc.) depends on
•»

the 4f- and conduction electron bsndfilling. Unfortunately, only the q-de-
->

pendence of the response function, S(q), is presented by him and not the
->

energy dependence of the response function, S(q,w). This prohibits a direct

comparison between theory and experiment.

Kuramoto [21J has presented a theoretical analysis for the magnetic respon-

se in CeCu . He assumed that the Fermi liquid theory is applicable to the

system at temperatures higher (0.4 K < T < 4 K) than the coherence tempera-

ture, T* = 0.2 K. This assumption is based on the analogy of the Fermi li-

quid description of normal 3He ia a temperature range just above the super-

fluid transition temperature. Using the Greens function formalism he showed

that the product x(q)T(q) is q-independent and actually takes the same form

as the Korringa relation for the single-impurity Anderson model [22]:

x(q)T(q) = 2C/n (7.3)

in which C is the Curie constant. A condition for the validity of this rela-

tion is the local character of low-energy excitations.

Experimental evidence has been obtained for the validity of relation (7.3).

However, the local character of low-energy excitations is a point of discus-

sion. The change from a quasi-elastic Lorentzian shape of the magnetic res-

ponse originating from the single-site picture into an inelastic Lorentzian

shape at low temperatures does not permit to infer the character of the mag-

netic excitations.

In conclusion, we have shown that antiferromagnetic correlations exist in
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the HF groundstate and are of short-range character. They do not diverge

down to the lowest temperature (0.025 K) as would be necessary for the esta-

blishment of a long-range magnetic order.

The existence of magnetic correlations and the inelasticity of the energy

spectra, both in the HF groundstate, below T*, as well as at temperatures

slightly higher than T*, seem to be a typical feature of HF systems. They

also exist in another HF compound CeRu Si, (next chapter). Moreover in the

latter compound the transition to inelasticity is shown to coincide with

the saturation of the development of magnetic correlations, one of the sub-

jects of future research on CeCu .
6
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CHAPTER 8 NEUTRON SCATTERING STUDY OF THE HEAVY FERMION COMPOUND

CeRu2Si2

§ 8.1 Introduction

The results of our neutron scattering study on the heavy fermion compound

(HFC) CeCu r inelastic energy spectra at very low temperatures, antiferro-

magnetic correlations (see preceding chapter), motivated us to perform a

similar study on another HFC, CeRu Si . While CeCu had a
2 2 6

Kondo temperature, TK >« 3-5 K , CeRuzSi2 has a T K ~ 25 K [1,2], giving the

possibility to determine whether the properties found in CeCu still
6

persist with increasing hybridization. The tetragonal compound CeRu Si2 is

a moderate HFC, well illustrated by its large T-value -v 315-385 mJ/mol Kz

[1-3]. Actually, many thermodynamic properties have been studied during

recent years, motivated by the fact that CeRu Si does not become

superconducting down to the lowest temperature (40 mK) [3-5] in contrast to

the isostructural HFC CeCuzSi2 [6]. From susceptibility, MKR Knight shift

and resistivity measurements, Gupta e.a. [5] concluded that it is a Kondo

lattice system, even if the resistivity curve is quite different from that

of CeCuzSi2 and compares better with the characteristic behaviour of

intermediate valence (IV) compounds. Actually, Tholence e.a. [7], concluded

from magnetic and transport property measurements that CeRu2Si2 approaches

the IV state, indicated by e.g. the lack of observation of a T2-law in the

resistivity. This conclusion is supported by the drastic effects which

pressure causes on the resistivity [3,8]. At 17 kbar CeRu Si is already in

an IV state. Susceptibility measurements have shown a huge anisotropy at T

= 4.2 K [7,8,10]. The magnetization occurs mainly along the c-axis, as is

indicated by the susceptibility ratio x^ / x ™ 15. The susceptibility

obeys the Curie-Weiss law above 50 K, xm(T) = C / (T+8) from which B and

the effective moment, y. , are estimated to be 2.8 K and 2.53 n
6f i B

respectively [10]. x^ shows a maximum around T = 10 K. From an NMR study

the coherence temperature, T*, has been inferred to be 8 K, below which the

nuclear relaxation time, t?i, obeys the Korringa relation. The initial Hall

constant, RH, as a function of the logarithm of the temperature, shows a

variation which is in good agreement with this estimate of T*. As T
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increases, R rises rapidly above a residual plateau, has a maximum around
H

T* and then decreases [12]. The specific heat shows two maxima centered at

11 K and 84 K [2] corresponding in a first approximation to a Kondo effect

on the doublet ground state and to a Schottky anomaly due to the first ex-

cited crystal field doublet lying 220 K above the ground state. A metamag-

netic like transition has been reported to occur at low temperatures and at

a critical magnetic field, H 2 80 kOe, above which the interactions bet-

ween quasi-particles would have collapsed [9,11].

Solid solutions with Rh, Ce(Rh Ru ) Si and with La, Ce La Ru Si , ha-
1 - X X 2 2 X I - X 2 2

ve been studied. Ce(Rh Ru ) Si solid solutions form an interesting sys-
1 - X X 2 2

tem in the sense that one can tune the hybridization strength by varying x,

i.e. the conduction electron concentration. Magnetic orderings are found up

to x ~ 0.4 (the increase of hybridization between 0.15 < x < 0.4 depresses

only the value of the magnetic moment and not the ordering temperature)

while for x ^ 0.5 the solid solution shows a HF behaviour more pronounced

than in pure CeRuzSi2 with a r 2; 620 mJ/mol K
2 [13].

Ce La Ru Si solid solutions have a magnetically ordered ground state at

x = 0.15 and higher [14]. Ce La Ru Si orders magnetically at T ~ 6
3 L J 0 . 8 0 0 . 2 0 2 2 " J N

K with an incommensurate wavevector ]s = [0.306,0,0] [15].

S 8.2 Experimental

The ternary compound CeRu2Si2 crystallizes in the well-known tetragonal

ThCrSi -type structure with spacegroup I4/mmm and lattice parameters a =
2 2 0

bo = 4.197 A and co = 9.979 A [16]. In fig. 8.1 the crystallographic unit

cell is depicted.

Large single crystals of about 0.4 cm3 have been grown by the Czochralski

method. In order to get a larger sample volume, an assembly of two of such

crystals has been mounted and oriented with the c-axis vertical, in order

to investigate the magnetic scattering within the (a*, b*)-plane. The as-

sembly was mounted in a standard cryostat, allowing temperature to be va-

ried from 1.5 K up to 300 K. The inelastic neutron scattering (INS) experi-

ments were performed on the triple-axis spectrometer DN1 installed in reac-

tor Siloe. The INS experiments were performed in the constant kj-mode with

an incident energy, Et = 14.3 meV. The neutron flux was improved by means

of vertically focussing pyrolitic monochromator and analyzer. Higher order
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contaminations were removed by a graphite filter. Collimations 40'-60'-60'-

30' were used yielding a typical energy resolution (FWHM) of the incoherent

elastic peak of about 0.7 meV.

Fig. 8.1 View of the nuclear lattice unit cell.

S 8.3 Results

Based on our experience with the INS experiments on CeCu , the most impor-
6

tant points to be investigated are the energy width of the magnetic scat-
->

tering and the q dependence of the magnetic intensity, in order to give evi-

dence for magnetic correlations at low temperatures.

Several energy scans have been performed at T = 1.7 K and T = 4.2 K. The
-t

most typical ones corresponding to the scattering vectors Q = [0.7,0.7,0]
->

and Q = [0.7,1,0] are reported in fig. 8.2. In these scans we can distin-

guish two contributions: an important incoherent, nonmagnetic scattering,

centered around zero energy, with an energy width corresponding to the
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Fig. 8.2 Energy scans at low temperatures for various scattering vectors

Q . The dashed and solid lines are fits to eq. (8.1) and (8.2),

respectively.

experimental resolution and an inelastic magnetic scattering, which is ma-

ximum for an energy transfer of 1.6 meV and extends up to about 6 meV. The

energy width of this magnetic scattering does not show an important q depen-

dence, the detailed study of which will be undertaken in the near future.

In this study we have concentrated mainly on the <i dependence of the mag-

netic intensity and its temperature variation. For an energy transfer, tow =
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1.6 meV, several q scans have been performed through a few Brillouin zones

indicated by the thick lines in fig. 8.3, representing the reciprocal lat-

tice space in the basal plane. These q scans give evidence for important mag-

netic peaks in the various Brillouin zones. The typical q scans along [qqO]

Fig. 8.3 Schematic riev of the reciprocal lattice space in the basal

(a*,i*) -plane. Dashed circles indicate the magnetic scatte-
->

ring and the solid lines the performed q scans.

and [lqO] reported in fig. 8.4, show clearly that the magnetic scattering

is peaked for two different wavevectors, having both an incommensurate va-

lue: it = [0.3,0.3,0] and k = [0.3,0,0]. Within the different Brillouin

zones, the position of these peaks are indicated by the dashed circles, the

diameter of which represents the FWHM of the magnetic peak. Although these

peaks seem rather well defined, they extend over nearly the entire Bril-

louin zone and their q width defines a correlation length of about 5 A and

4 A ( of the order of a lattice unit a j along the [qOO] and the [qqO] di-

rection respectively. So within the basal plane the correlations are

antiferromagnetic both between first and second nearest neighbours in order
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the tvo vavevectors Jtj and *2 of the modulation of the magne-
tic scattering.
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to explain the incommensurate value of the peak positions. Moreover, the q

scan [0,Q ,0J from Q = 0.2 up to Q = 2.5, given in fig. 8.5, shows that

magnetic scattering is quite different around the reciprocal lattice point

[010] from that observed around [020], indicating a three-dimensional cha-

racter of the correlations. Since the intensity at Q = [010] is larger

than at Q = [020], we can deduce that the coupling between cerium magnetic

moments in adjacent [001] planes is also antiferromagnetic.

200

i.150
o

O I
c
o
L.

z 50

CeRu2Si2

Background

Q=[PPk,0]
tio>=1.6meV

T=4.2K

I
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Qk(r.l.u)
2.5 3.0

Fig. 8.5 q scan along [010] direction for an energy transfer fa = 1.6

meV, indicating the three-dimensional character of the magne-

tic correlations.

The temperature dependence of the magnetic scattering has been investigated
-> ->

by performing both energy scans at Q = [0.7,0.7,0] and q scans for an ener-

gy transfer of 1.6 meV, corresponding to the peak maximum at low
temperatures.

-*
In fig. 8.6 q scans along the [qqO] direction are reported for temperatures

up to 90 K. The modulation of the magnetic scattering remains incommensu-

rate (k = [0.3,0.3,0]) and keeps the same intensity at least up to 10 K.

Above 20 K the q dependence of the magnetic scattering becomes less pronoun-
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Fig. 8.6 q scans along [qqO] direction as a function of temperature.

The peak, which grows at T = 90 K, is due to a phonon.

ced, although it is still observable at least up to temperatures as high as

50 K. However, these magnetic correlations are no longer observable on the
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scan performed at T = 90 K. From this result one can conclude that magnetic

correlations start to develop below about T = 70 K and increase down to T =

15 K, below which temperature they become saturated.
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Fig. 8.7 Energy scan at ff = [0.7,0.7,0] for T = 62.5 K. The dram line

is a fit with a quasi-elastic Lorentzian (eq. (8.1))

For Q = [0.7,0.7,0], corresponding to the maximum in the magnetic scatte-

ring, several energy scans have been performed from 90 K down to the lowest

temperature. A typical scan performed at T = 62.5 K is given in fig. 8.7,

in which we can see that the magnetic scattering can be well accounted for

by a single quasi-elastic Lorentzian peak (the full line). This behaviour

persists down to T a 20 K. The temperature dependence of the obtained para-

meter of the Lorentzian, T^, is reported in fig. 8.8 and is well described

by a square root behaviour, TJT) a ̂ T, as predicted by the single-impurity

Kondo theory [17].

However, below T s 20 K the magnetic scattering can no longer be described

by a single quasi-elastic Lorentzian, as shown by the dotted lines in fig.

8.2 for energy scans performed at T = 1.7 K and T = 4.2 K.
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The analysis with a single quasi-elastic Lorentzian peak for the dynamical

susceptibility has been done with the following expression (for scans per-

formed in the constant k. -mode) :

cot f2(Q)
1 - exp(-JMsw)

1 + ft
(8.1)

in which n is the Bragg angle of the analyzer and the other symbols have

their usual meaning. For ts;.?.peratiires lower than the excitation energy

3.0

I I I I f

CeRu2Si2

i r

Q = [0.7,0.7,0]

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Temperature(K)

90 100

Fig. 8.8 Temperature dependence of the half width, F, of the Lorentzian.
The drawn line is a *T? relation. Open circles are T^T values
as measured by NMR experiments in arbitrary units [10]. They
are proportional to the F value as measured by neutron scatte-
ring experiments and show a similar behaviour.
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(here typically 15 K) the balance factor plays an important role, by depres-

sing the scattering on the energy gain side of the neutron, which even di-

sappears completely below T -i 5 K. Therefore, a reliable energy analysis of

the shape of the magnetic peak requires a careful substraction of the

incoherent elastic scattering from the inelastic magnetic scattering for

energy transfers of the order of the resolution, i.e. tow n 0.8 meV. This

separation was possible, because the incoherent nuclear scattering could be

well accounted for by a symmetrical gaussian function throughout the whole

temperature range.

The obtained magnetic contributions are given in fig. 8.2 by the open circ-

les. At low temperatures the magnetic scattering appears to be strongly pea-

ked at an energy fctu s 1.2 meV. Within the framework of a single quasi-elas-

tic Lorentzian peak, which contains only one single parameter V, it is not

possible to account for both the high energy tail and the peak position.

Moreover the low energy points clearly show the inadequacy of this aodel

(see fig. 8.2). Therefore we propose to use an inelastic scattering func-

tion, centered at a finite energy + tow with a Lorentzian profile as given

by the expression:

KQ,w) = kj cot 6a f
2(Q) x(Q)

- exp(~3tow) F '

1 +

1

, 00 _

r

w
0

1 +

1

f f.O + CO *
o

r

2

J

(8.2)

The best fits with such an expression, represented by the solid lines in

fig. 8.2 are in much better agreement with the experimental data. In fig.

8.9 we have depicted an energy scan at Q = [0.7,0.7,0] and T = 10 K, in

which the solid line again represents the fit to equation 8.2 with parame-

ters, W = 1.3 ± 0.1 meV and to) = 1.4 + 0.1 meV, which is still in good

agreeaient with the experimental data. In table I we have summarized the fit-

ting parameters for different scattering vectors and temperatures.
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Table I Fitting parameters, F and w , for various scattering vectors and
o

temperatures. The number between parentheses denotes the error in

the last digit.

0.7

0

0

0.7

0 . 7

0 .7

0 .7

0 .7

0 .7

0 .7

0 .7

->
Q

1

1.5

1.7

0 .7

0 . 7

0 .7

0 .7

0 .7

0.7

0 .7

0 .7

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

T(K)

4 .2

4 .2

4 .2

1.7

4 . 2

10

18

33.5

45

6 2 . 5

90

HmeV)

1.1

1.7

1.3

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.2

1.9

2.2

2.5

3.0

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

to (meV)

1.1 (1)

1.7 (1)

1.2 (1)

1.1 (1)

1.2 (1)

1.4 (1)

1.4 (1)

0

0

0

0

From T = 20 K down to T = 1.7 K the obtained parameters (w and P) exhibit
O

no temperature dependence (see fig. 8.8) and take typical values,

ftu =1.2 + 0.1 meV and ftP = 1.2 + 0.1 meV. So this result demonstrates
0

unambiguously the inelastic character of the scattering, which seems to

take place when the magnetic correlations are fully established. Above 20 K

the inelasticity is progressively lost with increasing temperature and the

magnetic scattering becomes quasi-elastic, since the magnetic correlations

weaken.
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Fig. 8.9 Energy scan at Q = [0.7,0.7,0] for T = 10 K. The dram line is

a fit to an inelastic Lorentzian (eg. (8.2)).

I 8.4 Discussion

One of the main results, deduced from these experiments, is the occurrence

at low temeperatures of magnetic correlations peaked at incommensurate wave-

vectors, indicating competing antiferromagnetic couplings between first and

second nearest neighbours. A typical feature of CeRu2Si2, which seems to be

a general behaviour of HF compounds, as e.g. CeCuft [18,19], is the develop-

ment of magnetic correlations when the temperature is decreased. However

they do remain of a short-range character even down to the lowest tempera-

tures. Actually the temperature dependence of the magnetic intensity allows

us to define three temperature regimes:

i) T > 70 K, where magnetic correlations have collapsed

ii) 20 K < T < 70 K, where magnetic correlations increase upon cooling

iii) T < 20 K, where the magnetic scattering becomes temperature indepen-

dent indicating that correlations are fully established but remaining

of short-range character.
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Several of these temperature regimes have been mentioned already in va-

rious magnetic and transport measurements [2-5,9,10], but were attributed

mostly to single-impurity effects instead of to the thermal behaviour of

the magnetic correlations.

For example for T -x 50 K the deviation from a Curie-Weiss law of the suscep-

tibility parallel to the c-axis indicates the existence of antiferromagne-

tic couplings. These magnetic correlations may also account for the unusual

magnetoresistivity behaviour of CeRu^S^. The resistivity exhibits a maxi-

mum for a magnetic field H* = 80 kOe at low temperatures which gradually

collapses at higher temperatures. Above 70 K this leads to a usual negative

magnetoresistivity corresponding to the scattering of conduction electrons

by paramagnetic localized moments.

Transport measurements also give evidence for a characteristic temperature

of about 20 K, which is the temperature where the low field Hall constant

and the thermoelectric power reach a maximum. However resistivity follows a

A T" -law (n > 1), characteristic for coherent scattering, well below 10 K,
n

because at this temperature the entropy is still relatively high

(S(10 K) ••• 0.5 In2) . The A^-law is obeyed only below 1.5 K where the en-

tropy equals 0.15 In2. On the other hand the specific heat and the suscepti-

bility exhibit a maximum at about 12 K, which was explained by single-impu-

rity effects. Actually, in the light of the present results we think that

this behaviour must be attributed to the building-up of magnetic correla-

tions and their saturation in this temperature range.

The other important result which emerges from this study is that the magne-

tic response, which is quasi-elastic at high temperatures, becomes inelas-

tic below about 20 K. Moreover, a typical feature is that the peak position

(feco) and the energywidth (P) are not temperature dependent from 20 K down

to 1.7 K. A similar behaviour has also been observed recently in the single

crystal INS study on the HF compound CeCu (see preceding chapter). The low
6

temperature data have been analyzed by assuming Lorentzian inelastic peaks

centered at + tioe . However the energy spectrum at T = 1.7 K seems to indi-

cate a sharper decrease at low energies than that given by an inelastic Lo-

rentzian profile, which would lead to an energy gap in the energy spectrum.

Nevertheless we have confidence in this analysis because the obtained large

value for the energy width (f •« feo ) gives a curve for Im x(q,«)/« with a
o

maximum at ftw and which has a finite value at w = 0 as shown by NMR experi-

ments [10]. It must be noticed that the relation between the nuclear rela-

xation time T and the electronic relaxation time t («-T T) of the 4f elec-
1 e l
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trons is not obvious since the NMR relaxation time implies an integration

over all wavevectors q at w -t 0. Taking into acount this difficulty, the

agreement in the temperature dependence of T T derived by NMR analysis

(reported in fig. 8.8 by open circles) and the energy width, T, derived

from the present INS experiments, can be considered as quite satisfactory,

x has been found to be almost temperature independent up to 15 K, indica-

ting that Im x/« has a constant contribution at w = 0, in agreement with

these neutron results. At higher temperatures the difference between these

values becomes more important. This low temperature neutron f value yields

an estimation of T ~ 14 K, a value smaller than the intersite coupling,

indicating that the properties of CeRu Si can be interpreted in terms of

single-impurity effects only at high temperatures (T > 60 K). This relative-

ly high TK value can account for the moderate HF character of this compound

(T only 385 mJ/mol K 2 ) , which is in favor of the vicinity of the so-called

intermediate valence regime. Indeed CeRu2Si2 is close to a magnetic-nonniag-

netic transition, because a small dilution of Ce by 13% La already produces

a long range magnetic order [14]. Preliminary elastic neutron scattering

experiments have shown [15] that the magnetic order is incommensurate with

a wavevector k = [0.306,0,0] which has a value quite close to that charac-

terizing the magnetic correlations in pure CeRu Siz. Then the picture which

emerges from these results is that CeRuzSi2 would like to develop at low

temperatures a long-range incommensurate magnetic order, but the hybridiza-

tion (TK> is too large and prevents the divergence of the magnetic correla-

tions to occur; they are indeed effective only between first and second nea-

rest neighbours.

Another simple way to bring CeRu2Si2 in a magnetic state is to replace part-

ly Ru by Rh because this causes an increase of the Fermi energy. However in

these HF solid solutions the order is not incommensurate but antiferromag-

netic [13].

We shall examine now whether the various existing theories can explain, at

least qualitatively, the main features of the obtained results. The change

from a quasi-elastic to an inelastic magnetic response upon cooling has

been predicted theoretically in the single-impurity model both for the in-

termediate valence case and the Kondo limit using the 1/Nf expansion appro-

ximation (Nf = 2J + 1, the degeneracy of the cerium ground state) [20-22].

For a large degeneracy, calculation [21] gives an inelastic magnetic respon-

se with a gap of about TK because the contribution at to -» 0 is about a fac-
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tor N(/n; ( n( the 4f occupancy) smaller than at the maximum, 00 ~ TK. Fur-

thermore the calculation by Cox e.a. [22] shows that the shape of the mag-

netic response is dependent on temperature below T., which has not been ob-

served actually. Kuramoto e.a. [.20], using the non-crossing approximation

(NCA), have reported a function Im x/w (see fig. 5.2 in chapter 5) which

has the good shape for explaining our data. However such a shape can only

be obtained by taking a large degeneracy of the 4f level (n •* 6). This is

not the case for CeRu Si , which has a well-isolated doublet as the ground
2 2

state. Actually the calculation performed with n = 2 gives a function

IJR .</•'.• very close to a quasi-elastic Lorentzian as was underlined already

in the INS study on CeCu (see chapter 7) . So single-impurity model cannot

account for the inelastic peak and its temperature dependence.

'/any i;alculations have been reported for the Anderson lattice (see e.g.

[23-26]) using different approaches. These calculations do not explain the

obtained results because they give a quasi-elastic and an inelastic peak

corresponding to intra and interband quasi-particle excitations, respecti-

vely. If the inelastic peak at x -.- T. may correspond to the observed peak,
K

it is rather difficult, however, to extract an additional quasi-elastic con-

tribution from our data. Besides such a peak should be strongly temperature

dependent below T which is observed neither in NMR [10] nor in neutron ex-

periments. Moreover, quite recently, Brandow [24] has reported a strong

q-dependence of both the quasi-elastic and inelastic peaks for a square lat-

tice, as is the case in CeR^Si^. Such a behaviour has not been observedfor CeRu^Si^. So we are convinced that the description of the low tempera-

ture Fermi liquid state must incorporate intersite magnetic correlations,

but such a theory is not yet available.

A first attempt to take into account magnetic correlations has been done by

Shiba [27J by means of the variational Monte Carlo method, but using a 1-di-

mensional band model. This resulted in the conclusion that the nature of

magnetic correlations depends on the band filling and can be peaked for in-

commensurate wavevectors. Unfortunately this calculation does not give any

energy dependence for comparison with the experimental data.
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SUMMARY

Magnetism is a widely studied subject in solid state physics. The discovery

of a number of interesting magnetic model systems and of exotic properties

of some rare earth and actinide compounds, among which complex magnetic

phase diagrams and coexistence of magnetism and superconductivity, has gi-

ven new impulses to research on this subject. Neutron scattering experi-

ments are a unique tool to investigate magnetic properties of materials be-

cause of the microscopic character of the neutron and the magnetic interac-

tion between the neutron and the unpaired electrons.

The "red thread" in this thesis is this experimental technique with which

magnetic properties of various 3d and 4f electron compounds have been stu-

died.

In chapter 2 some aspects of this neutron scattering technique are explai-

ned. Morevover a description is given of the employed cryomagnetic appara-

tus, necessary for the study of the magnetism in these materials.

In chapter 3 experiments on a 3-d Ising system are described, performed at

very low temperatures (100 mK) and in a magnetic field (25 kOe). Experimen-

tal proof has been obtained for the theoretical prediction that the criti-

cal behaviour of a d-dimensional Ising system in a transverse magnetic

field near T = 0 is identical to that of a d+1 dimensional Ising system as

a function of temperature in zero field.

In chapter 4 experiments are described on a Ni2* compound, which represents

a good example of a 1-d antiferromagnetic Heisenberg (HAF), spin S = 1, sys-

tem. The results, which have been obtained give evidence for the so-called

"Haldane conjecture", a theory which predicts that the groundstate of HAF

systems with integer spin is a nonmagnetic many-body singlet. The excited

states are separated from the ground state by an energy gap. Contrastingly

halfinteger spin systems are predicted to have no such a gap.

Chapter 5, gives amongst others a short introduction to phenomena in rare

earth, 4f electron compounds, like the Kondo effect and heavy fermion

behaviour.

In chapter 6 the magnetic phase diagram and the excitation spectra of the

rare-earth hexaborides CeB and Ndl3 are studied. CeB is a typical example
6 6 6

of a dense Kondo lattice with a complex magnetic phase diagram. In order to

get insight in the various interaction mechanisms which play a role in this

compound, both elastic and inelastic neutron scattering experiments have
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been performed. In NdB the magnon dispersion curves have also been measu-
6

red, since there is no experimental evidence for the Kondo effect in this

material and it only shows a simple type of antiferromagnetic ordering,

making the comparison with CeB rather interesting.

Chapter 7 and 8, finally, deal with inelastic neutron scattering experi-

ments on two heavy fermion compounds, CeCu (chapter 7) and CeRu Si (chap-
6 2 2

ter 8). Both show neither a magnetic ordering, nor a transition to a super-

conducting state down to the lowest temperatures (20 mK). Other heavy fer-

mion systems like e.g. CeCu Si and UPt do show both these phenomena,
2 2 3

which lead to speculation on a possible new type of superconductivity (trip-

let-pairing) . We have chosen the above mentioned "simple heavy ferniion"

systems to study magnetic excitations in order to get more insight in the

properties of such materials. These would be easier to interpret. Moreover,

large single crystals can be grown of these two compounds which is a neces-

sary condition for performing careful inelastic neutron scattering experi-

ments. We have shown that magnetic correlations and excitations exist in

these heavy fermion systems which cannot be described by existing theories

yet.
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SAMENVATTING

Magnetisme is in de vaste stof fysica een van oudsher uitgebreid bestudeerd

onderwerp. De ontdekking van een aantal interessante magnetische model sys-

temen en van exotische eigenschappen van een aantal zeldzame aard- en acti-

nide verbindingen, waaronder complexe magnetische fasediagrammen en coëxis-

tentie van magnetisme en supergeleiding, hebben aan dit onderzoeksgebied

nieuwe impulsen gegeven. Neutronen verstrooiingsexperimenten zijn een uniek

hulpmiddel voor de studie van magnetische eigenschappen van materialen door

het microscopische karakter van het neutron en de magnetische wisselwerking

van het neutron met ongepaarde electronen.

De rode draad door dit proefschrift is deze experimentele techniek waarmee

de magnetische eigenschappen van verschillende 3d- en 4f electron verbindin-

gen zijn bestudeerd. In hoofdstuk 2 worden enkele aspecten van deze neutro-

nen verstrooiingstechniek uitgelegd. Bovendien wordt een beschrijving gege-

ven van de gebruikte cryomagnetische apparatuur, onontbeerlijk voor de be-

studering van het magnetisme in deze materialen.

In hoofstuk 3 worden experimenten beschreven die zijn uitgevoerd bij zeer

lage temperaturen (100 mK) en in een magnetisch veld (25 kOe) aan een 3-d

Ising systeem. Hiermee wordt een experimenteel bewijs verkregen voor de

theoretische voorpelling dat het kritisch gedrag van een d-dimensionaal

Ising systeem in een transversaal aangelegd magnetisch veld bij zeer lage

temperatuur identiek is aan dat van een d+1 dimensionaal Ising systeem als

functie van de temperatuur in veld nul.

In hoofstuk 4 worden experimenten beschreven aan een Ni2*-verbinding die

een goed voorbeeld is van een 1-d antiferromagnetische Heisenberg (HAF),

spin S=l, systeem. De verkregen resultaten voeren bewijs aan voor de zoge-

naamde "Haldane conjecture", een theorie die voorspelt dat de grondtoestand

van HAF systemen met heeltallige spins een niet-magnetisch veeldeeltjes

singulet is. De hoger gelegen toestanden worden van deze grondtoestand ge-

scheiden door een energie "gap". Dit in tegenstelling tot de halftallige

spin systemen, waarvoor geen "gap" wordt voorspeld.

Hoofdstuk 5 geeft onder meer een korte inleiding in de verschijnselen in

zeldzame-aardverbindingen, 4f-electron verbindingen, zoals met name het Kon-

do-effect en zwaar-fermion gedrag.

In hoofdstuk 6 worden de magnetische fasediagrammen en de magnetische exci-

tatie spectra bestudeerd van de zeldzame-aard hexaboruren, CeB en NdB . De
6 6
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verbinding CeB is een typisch voorbeeld van een dicht Kondo-rooster met een

ingewikkeld magnetisch fasediagram. Teneinde inzicht te krijgen in de ver-

schillende interactiemechanismen, die hierbij een rol spelen, zijn zowel

elastische als inelastische neutronen verstrooiingsexperimenten uitgevoerd.

Ook van NdB ::ijn de magnon-dispersiecurven gemeten, aangezien in dit mate-
h

riaal geen Kondo-effect wordt gevonden en het slechts een eenvoudig type

antiferromagnetische ordening vertoont, zodat het een interessante verge-

lijking met CeB oplevert.
6

Hoofdstuk 7 en 8 tenslotte, behandelen inelastische neutronen verstrooiings-

experimenten aan twee zware-fermion systemen CeCu& (7) en CeRu2Si2 (8). Bei-

den vertonen noch een magnetische ordening, noch supergeleiding tot de

laagst bereikte temperaturen (20 mK). Andere zware fermion systemen, zoals

bijvoorbeeld CeCu, Si en UPt , vertonen deze beide fenomenen wel, hetgeen

resulteerde in speculaties over een mogelijk nieuw type supergeleiding

(triplet-paring). Teneinde meer inzicht te krijgen in de eigenschappen van

zulke materialen kozen wij bovengenoemde "simpele zware fermion" systemen,

om hierin de magnetische excitaties te bestuderen. Deze zouden dan makke-

lijker te interpreteren zijn. Wij hebben aangetoond dat in deze zware fer-

mion systemen magnetische correlaties en excitaties bestaan, die nog niet

door een theorie zijn beschreven.
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RESUME

Le magnétisme est un sujet largement étudié en physique du solide. La dé-

couverte d'un nombre de systèmes interessants, correspondant a des modèles

magnétiques qui possèdent des propriétés exotiques comme, par example, dans

de nombreux composés de terres rares et d'actinides,l'existence de diagram-

mes de phase magnétiques complexes ou la coexistence du magnétisme et de la

supraconductivité, a suscité un nouvel intérêt dans ce domaine. Les expé-

riences de diffraction neutronique constituent un outil unique pour les

études des propriétés magnétiques des matériaux, car elles apportent des in-

formations de caractères microscopiques grâce à l'interaction magnétique du

neutron avec les electrons non-appareillés.

Cette technique expérimentale et 1'études des propriétés magnétiques de plu-

sieurs composés à base de métaux de transition 3d ou de terres rares consti-

tuent l'essentiel sujet de ce travail de thèse.

Dans le chapitre 2 plusieurs aspects de la diffraction des neutrons sont

exposés. En outre une description de l'appareillage cryomagnétique utilisé

est donnée, appareillage nécessaire pour les études de magnétisme, que nous

avons effectués.

Dans le chapitre 3 nous décrivons les expériences faites sur un système

Ising 3d à très basse température (100 mK) et dans un champ magnétique de

25 kOe. Nous donnons la preuve expérimentale que les prédictions théoriques

concernant le comportement critique d'un système Ising à d dimensions dans

un champ magnétique transverse près de T = 0, est identique à celui d'un

système à d+1 dimensions en fonction de la température en champ nul.

Dans le chapitre 4 nous décrivons les expériences réalisées sur un composé

de Ni2+representant un bon exemple d'un système Heisenberg antiferromagné-

tique (HAF) à un dimension et de spin S = 1. Les résultats obtenus mettent

en évidence que les prédictons théoriques de Haldane à savoir que l'état

fondamental d'un chaîne HAF avec spins entiers est un état singulet non

magnétique. Les états excités sont séparés de l'état fondamental par une

bande d'énergie interdite contrairement aux systèmes avec spins demi-en-

tiers, pour lesquels il n'existe pas un tel gap.

Le chapitre 5 donne, entre autre, une brève introduction des phénomènes ren-

contrés dans les composés de terres rares anormales, comme l'effet Kondo et

le comportement fermions lourds.

Dans le chapitre 6 le diagramme de phase magnétique et les spectres d'exci-
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tations magnétiques ont été étudiés dans les hexaborures terres rares CeB

et NdB sont étudiés. CeB est un exemple typique d'un réseau Kondo avec un
6 6

diagramme de phase magnétique complexe. Afin d'obtenir plus d'informations

sur les différents mécanismes d'interaction qui jouent un rôle dans ce com-

posé, des expériences de diffusion élastique et inélastique des neutrons

ont été mises en oeuvre. Dans NdB les courbes de dispersion des magnons

ont été mesurées. Ce composé a été étudié car il ne presente pas d'effet

Kondo, seulement un ordre antiferromagnétique simple, qui permet une compa-

raison interessante avec CeB .
b

Les chapitres 7 et 8 traitent des expériences de diffusion inélastique des

neutrons sur deux composés de type fermions lourds: CeCu (chapitre 7) et

CeRu2Si2 (chapitre 8). Ni l'un ni l'autre de ces composés présente un ordre

magnétique ou une transition vers un état supraconducteur jusqu'à très bas-

se température (20 mK). Des systèmes de type fermions lourds, comme par

exemple CeCu Si ou UPt , montrent les deux phénomènes, conduisant à l'hy-

pothèse de supraconductivité de nouveau type. Nous avons choisit les deux

composés mentionnés ci-dessus, car ils forment des systèmes de type fer-

mions lourds simples, pour effectuer des études approfondies sur les exci-

tations magnétiques afin de mieux comprendre les propriétés des tels sys-

tèmes. En outre, de gros monocristaux peuvent être préparés pour ces deux

composés, ce qui est une condition nécessaire pour la mise en oeuvre de tel-

les expériences précises de diffusion inélastique des neutrons. Nous avons

pu mettre en évidence qu'il existe des corrélations et des excitations mag-

nétiques dans ces systèmes de type fermions lourds, qui ne peuvent pas être

décrites par les théories existantes.
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